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Abstract
Known as smartphones, multihomed devices like the iPhone and BlackBerry can
simultaneously connect to Wi-Fi and 4G LTE networks. Unfortunately, due to the
architectural constraints of standard transport layer protocols like the transmission
control protocol (TCP), an Internet application (e.g., a file transfer) can use only
one access network at a time. Due to recent developments, however, concurrent
multipath transfer (CMT) using the stream control transmission protocol (SCTP)
can enable multihomed devices to exploit additional network resources for transport
layer communications.
In this thesis we explore a variety of techniques aimed at CMT and multi-
homed devices, such as: packet scheduling, transport layer modelling, and resource
management. Some of our accomplishments include, but are not limited to: en-
hanced performance of CMT under delay-based disparity, a tractable framework for
modelling the throughput of CMT, a comparison of modelling techniques for SCTP, a
new congestion window update policy for CMT, and efficient use of system resources
through optimization.
Since the demand for a better communications system is always on the horizon,
it is our goal to further the research and inspire others to embrace CMT as a viable
network architecture; in hopes that someday CMT will become a standard part of
smartphone technology.
Keywords: multihoming, stream control transmission protocol, concurrent multi-
path transfer, transport layer, smartphones, mathematical modelling
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
In just over a decade, mobile telephones have evolved from simple machines, offering
no more than just voice communication, to highly advanced multimedia devices pro-
viding users with a rich set of services like: email, instant messaging, web applications,
gaming, and even video conferencing. These new devices, known as smartphones, have
changed the way we live our lives. No longer are we tethered to a desktop computer,
or burdened from carrying a laptop; the smartphone has miniaturized the personal
computer so we can shop, pay bills, listen to music, game, watch movies, or even
work, at anytime and in anyplace from a machine small enough to fit into a pocket.
Unlike the desktop computer, a smartphone’s resources are scarce. For ex-
ample, a smartphone’s storage capacity is extremely limited, so larger files are nor-
mally distributed over the Internet and downloaded only when needed. Networking
and communications are therefore imperative to the evolution and sustainability of
smartphone usage. At present, most smartphones connect to the Internet through a
wireless local area network (WLAN) or cellular network. In either case, the under-
lying technology for communications (e.g., radio, media access control) is different;
leading to separate network interfaces built into a single device1.
Adding more than one network interface to a smartphone, or any computing
device for that matter, is called multihoming. Devices that are multihomed are
1. The BlackBerry and iPhone are two popular smartphones; standard features include
802.11 technology for WLAN, and either GSM or UMTS technologies for cellular connec-
tivity.
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advantageous as they can provide a layer of redundancy in case of network failure (e.g.,
service disruption). Furthermore, one network may outperform another depending on
location. For instance, when a smartphone user is at home, he may choose to connect
to the Internet through a WLAN for higher data rates but lower fees. Alternatively,
the cellular network is best while users are in transit. The larger coverage area of a
cellular network can offer guarantees on connectivity, but at a much higher price with
lower bandwidth potential.
Assuming either network’s (i.e, WLAN or cellular) data rates are independent,
so that one does not affect the other; why then do we not use both network interfaces
simultaneously? Certainly, if two men could do the work of one in half the time, the
same could be said about interfaces and download times. Unfortunately, due to the
architectural constraints of standard transport layer protocols like the transmission
control protocol (TCP), an Internet application (e.g., file transfer) can only use one
access network at a time.
Due to recent developments, however, concurrent multipath transfer (CMT) us-
ing the stream control transmission protocol (SCTP) can exploit multihomed devices
to enhance data communications. While SCTP is a new transport layer protocol that
supports end-points with multiple IP addresses (i.e., a multihomed device), CMT
provides a framework so that transport layer resources are used efficiently and ef-
fectively when sending to the same destination with multiple IP addresses. In this
thesis, we study the following techniques for CMT: packet scheduling, transport layer
modelling, and resource management. The goal is a better understanding of transport
layer multihoming as well as improved performance of CMT.
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1.1 Outline
This thesis consists of seven chapters. The remaining six chapters are organized as
follows: Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive review of transport layer multihom-
ing using SCTP; Chapter 3 introduces the system of study that is used extensively
throughout the thesis; Chapter 4 investigates scheduling algorithms used for CMT
and proposes the on-demand scheduler (ODS); Chapter 5 presents two mathematical
models to approximate the average throughput of CMT; Chapter 6 introduces the
concept of congestion window management and uses the models from Chapter 5 to
solve an optimization problem to improve the performance of CMT; finally, Chapter 7
concludes this thesis and suggests future directions for extending the research.
1.2 Contributions
All contributions of the thesis are listed below.
1.2.1 Contributions of Chapter 2
(1) A comprehensive survey presenting the current research of SCTP as it pertains
to multihomed devices is thoroughly discussed.
(2) Three main research areas for multihoming using SCTP are identified: handover
management, concurrent multipath transfer, and cross-layer activities.
1.2.2 Contributions of Chapter 3
(1) A generalized network topology for a multihomed system is presented.
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(2) A transport layer architecture for multihomed end-points is proposed. The new
architecture includes a scheduler and destination manager.
1.2.3 Contributions of Chapter 4
(1) New insight into the effects of congestion and flow control on the scheduling
process for CMT are revealed.
(2) A new scheduler for CMT, called the on-demand scheduler (ODS), is proposed.
ODS differs from its predecessors in that it waits until congestion and flow
control allow transmission before assigning a packet to a destination address.
1.2.4 Contributions of Chapter 5
(1) A tractable framework for modelling CMT is established by assuming the trans-
port layer resources of each destination address are independent. Moreover,
perfect scheduling is assumed so that the effects of reordering at the receiver
can be ignored.
(2) Two mathematical models are presented that approximate throughput: the first
uses a Markov chain and solves for a steady-state probability distribution; the
second model employs renewal theory as a means to estimate the average out-
come of a repeating stochastic process.
1.2.5 Contributions of Chapter 6
(1) A new concept called congestion window management is adopted as a main com-
ponent of CMT. The congestion window manager has two responsibilities: limit
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a destination’s congestion window to the bandwidth potential of its correspond-
ing network path, and configure the size of each congestion window to maximize
aggregated throughput.
(2) A new congestion window update policy is developed to use transport layer re-
sources more efficiently.
(3) Static and dynamic methods are proposed for congestion window optimization.
While the dynamic method uses greedy optimization, the static approach em-
ploys an integer linear program (ILP) to solve the problem from a global stand-
point.
(4) A heuristic was created to generate feasible solutions for the static congestion
window management problem in a shorter amount of time than solving for
optimality.
6Chapter 2
A Review of Multihoming Issues using
SCTP 1
In recent years, advancements in wireless communications have reached unprece-
dented heights. The achievements made in wireless technology have provided per-
vasive network connectivity not only to the home and workplace, but also to remote
areas where no wired infrastructure can reach. More recently, we have regarded this
new means of communication as a primary resource and subscribe to it daily – if not
constantly – in the form of mobile on-demand information services. Several wireless
access technologies currently exist, such as: CDMA2000 and Wideband Code Divi-
sion Multiple Access (W-CDMA) for 3G and 4G cellular communications; WiMAX
(IEEE 802.16) for broadband access in metropolitan area networks (MANs); and
Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) for wired equivalent local area networks (LANs). Nevertheless,
the demand for higher data rates continues to grow, and researchers must find new
ways to satisfy this need. One solution, known as multihoming, incorporates multiple
network interfaces into a single device. Applied to wireless networking, multihoming
can improve performance by exploiting unused resources from the radio spectrum.
Already many popular consumer electronics, like Apple’s iPhone and Research
in Motion’s BlackBerry, come standard with Wi-Fi and cellular technologies (e.g.,
1. Part of this chapter has been published in IEEE Communications Surveys & Tutorials
[1].
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GSM and UMTS). Although products like these have more than one network interface,
some advantages to multihoming are not being realized. Connection migration from
one access technology to another, called vertical handover, is a perfect example of
multihoming at its finest. Assuming a voice over IP (VoIP) telephone call is initiated
within a Wi-Fi network, without a continuous series of overlapping Wi-Fi networks,
the call will be dropped as soon as the phone travels even a short distance (e.g., 10s
of metres). Although Wi-Fi offers high data rates at low cost, while mobile, cellular
technologies can keep calls active; albeit at a higher cost with lower data rates. This
is not to say these devices are not currently capable of such function, but at this time
they do so only through proprietary means.
Unfortunately, our current means of guaranteeing reliability while maintaining
quality control, specifically, the transmission control protocol (TCP), does not support
multihoming capabilities. TCP, rather, binds a transport layer session to a single IP
address; changing the IP address will kill any active session. Despite the latter,
a relatively young transport layer standard called the stream control transmission
protocol (SCTP), incorporates multihoming into its design. Developed by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF), SCTP already has a decade worth of research behind
it.
It is the objective of this chapter to categorize and present the current research
in SCTP as it pertains to multihomed devices with a strong interest in challenges as
well as developments for the most salient issues; particularly, handover management,
concurrent multipath transfer, and cross-layer activities. The rest of the chapter is
organized as follows. First, we present a review of the SCTP standard, followed by an
introduction to multihoming and transport layer mobility. Next, we investigate the
open problems facing SCTP under different multihomed scenarios. In addition, we
survey and classify the recently proposed solutions to these problems. In conclusion,
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we comment on the state of this new research area while making some of our own
predictions for its success.
2.1 Overview of the Stream Control Transmission
Protocol
Developed by the IETF, SCTP [2] is a transport layer protocol that extends the func-
tionality of the celebrated TCP standard. SCTP is a message oriented data delivery
service providing full duplex connections and congestion control mechanisms. Similar
to TCP, some of SCTP’s features include but are not limited to: congestion and flow
control, reliable data transfer, and ordered data delivery. SCTP, moreover, provides
a hybrid service called partial reliable SCTP (PR-SCTP) [3], not to be confused with
the user datagram protocol (UDP) and its well-known unreliable service. PR-SCTP
is used to support real-time applications by relaxing retransmission guarantees [4].
Unlike TCP and UDP, however, SCTP provides support for multihomed end-points,
i.e., devices with more than one network interface.
2.1.1 SCTP Basics
The packet definitions of contrasting transport layer protocols, SCTP and TCP, are
provided in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Although there are many subtle differ-
ences between protocols, the most glaring is SCTP’s compound packet structure. A
common header, providing only basic control information, allows SCTP to differen-
tiate packets by function. Compared to TCP’s user data field, each SCTP common
header is concatenated with one or more user data fields (known as chunks). Each
chunk can carry either control or data information to an associated application. This
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Figure 2.1: SCTP’s packet format.
architecture reduces overhead and increases efficiency by bundling smaller messages
together. Each chunk, moreover, classifies a packet in terms of function. Out of the
possible 255 different chunk types, RFC 4960 defines 14; while another 4 are reserved
by the IETF for extensions, leaving 237 available for customization.
SCTP’s message oriented approach also increases utilization from the use of
selective acknowledgements (SACKs). SACKs clock out reordered packets and use
the available congestion window (CWND) more efficiently. TCP, on the other hand,
tracks packets according to a sequential byte stream, therefore available network re-
sources remain unused until cumulative acknowledgements (CUMACKs) are received.
Another difference is SCTP’s two-tiered reliability system. At one level, trans-
mission sequence numbers (TSNs) are used to maintain reliability and manage conges-
tion control; while at another, stream sequence numbers (SSNs) serve as a mechanism
for preserving stream independence. A stream may be allocated by an application as
a means of dividing data into separate groups. For example, a web server may want
to deliver multimedia data using one stream, while text uses another. If only one
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Figure 2.2: TCP’s packet format.
stream is employed, as is the case with TCP, head of line (HoL) blocking can inhibit
one type of data (e.g., text) while another (e.g., video) is downloading. Traditionally,
the application layer has had to maintain many TCP connections, simultaneously, to
avoid HoL blocking.
Turning to packet dynamics, we see that SCTP establishes associations using a
four-way handshake, as opposed to TCP’s three-way approach. The four-way hand-
shake attempts to mitigate “SYN attacks”, common to TCP, by replying to a client’s
INIT message with a cookie composed of security information only the server can
verify. The client echoes the cookie and upon receipt of the final echo, a connection is
established. The threat is thwarted by allocating association resources (i.e., memory)
only after the initiator confirms the connection request.
During data transfer, each chunk is assigned a TSN and may be bundled with
other chunks into a single packet. Messages larger than the maximum transmission
unit (MTU) are fragmented into multiple data chunks and delivered separately. At the
receiver, data chunks are ordered and reassembled using SSNs/TSNs and begin/end
flags, respectively. In contrast to TCP’s cumulative acknowledgements, SCTP sends
back selective information (i.e., gap acknowledgement blocks) so congestion control
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Figure 2.3: SCTP’s association dynamics.
mechanisms can respond to TSNs that have been lost or received out-of-order. SACKs
offer more information, albeit more bits per packet.
The dynamics of an SCTP association2 are displayed in Fig. 2.3. This shows
the establishment, data transfer, and shutdown of a normal client-server SCTP asso-
ciation. Additional overviews of SCTP can be found in [5–7].
2.1.2 SCTP Multihoming
Multihoming enables two hosts to establish a logical connection over a set of multiple
network interfaces uniquely identified by separate IP addresses [5]. Typically, this
type of support is applied as network-level fault tolerance or as middleware for seam-
less vertical handovers (i.e., switching data streams from one network technology to
another without interrupting the application layer).
Currently, SCTP uses multihoming only as a backup service; when an IP address
2. In terms of SCTP, the word association is analogous to a TCP connection.
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Figure 2.4: A multihoming scenario.
becomes unreachable, SCTP will attempt to recover communication by sending new
data to a secondary IP address. SCTP maintains an active list of alternate destination
addresses by either sending periodic heartbeat probes or receiving acknowledgements
from retransmitted data3.
As previously stated, SCTP provides mechanisms for both flow and congestion
control; flow control is on a per association basis, and congestion control is managed
per IP address. This is necessary to support multihomed interfaces with varying
performance capabilities. Fig. 2.4 illustrates a typical sender/receiver pair in a mul-
tihomed environment using two different network interface technologies (e.g., Wi-Fi
and Ethernet). Although the image depicts the sender with only one interface, this is
not always the case. For example, it is possible for two multihomed end-points to use
SCTP for voice communication; while in transit, each end-point may switch access
technologies any number of times.
3. SCTP can employ a retransmission policy [8], e.g., one that retransmits lost packets
to an alternate destination.
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2.1.3 SCTP Mobility
For a long time the Internet was uniform and static in nature, so legacy transport
layer protocols, like TCP and UDP, never really had mobility in mind. Today, how-
ever, networks thrive on diversity and have evolved with an ability to alter their
topological representation on-demand. Unfortunately, even with the development of
SCTP, mobility was not a functional requirement. Not only must the transport layer
negotiate available network resources for the application layer, it also needs to support
network layer dynamic reconfiguration capabilities. Network reconfiguration occurs
often when wireless devices move from one base station to another, or sometimes even
when a link fails (e.g., cut, unplugged, overly congested). Although much of these
adjustments may remain hidden from the transport layer, if the IP address changes,
the application will lose its current session.
The popular choice for network mobility has been the Mobile IP (MIP) standard
[9]. Unfortunately, a major drawback of MIP is that it does not support connection
migration at the transport layer, even though many situations find this limitation
undesirable: for example, an Internet service provider (ISP) updates a host’s IP
address; a new plug and play (PnP) network card is added to a multihomed server;
or more commonly, a mobile user moves from one subnet to another. In each of
these scenarios, a service disruption would pause communication while the current
association was torn down and reconfigured.
Although various research efforts have explored the area of transport layer mo-
bility [10], dynamic address reconfiguration (DAR) [11] is a simple yet practical so-
lution to SCTP mobility. DAR provides an SCTP association with support for three
new features: (1) dynamic addition of IP addresses, (2) dynamic deletion of IP ad-
dresses, and (3) primary address update requests. The extension also defines two new
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Figure 2.5: Simple multihoming example using DAR.
chunk types, address configuration change chunk (ASCONF) and address configura-
tion acknowledgment chunk (ASCONF-ACK). While the ASCONF chunks are used
to either add/delete IP addresses or change the primary path, ASCONF-ACK chunks
simply respond with success or failure messages to ASCONF requests.
A simple example of a mobile client associated with a static server across the
Internet is shown in Fig. 2.5. The figure illustrates a mobile client moving from one
subnet to another and the necessary DAR messages exchanged between both end-
points to keep the connection alive. At time (1), the mobile establishes a network
presence in subnet 2, then informs the server of its additional IP address at time
(2). Next, the primary path is updated to the new IP address, while the older one
is removed from the association, (3) - (4). Although this is an intuitive solution for
the transport layer, the lower layers (e.g., network, link, physical) may play a more
complex negotiation game before any ASCONF chunks are transmitted.
DAR, together with SCTP, is commonly referred to as mSCTP (or mobile
SCTP). Several other variations of mSCTP include: cSCTP, SIGMA, and mSCTP+
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[12–14]. It should be noted, though, that no version of mSCTP offers a completely
decentralized system. For example, to initiate communication with a mobile that
continually changes its address, an end-point needs to know where to look first. The
location manager, like the name suggests, is a network entity that locates mobile
clients. The location manager is statically stationed and keeps real-time address in-
formation on behalf of its mobile client, but is not necessarily bound to any particular
network its corresponding client may be attached to.
2.2 Problems, Issues, and Challenges
The purpose of this section is to brief the reader on the most salient issues affecting
SCTP multihoming, that is, handover management, concurrent multipath transfer,
and cross-layer activities. In addition sub-problems related to these issues are intro-
duced and their importance explained. Later in Section 2.3, a review of solutions to
these sub-problems (proposed in the literature) is presented.
2.2.1 Handover Management
Handover offers the wireless client mobility by keeping connections alive while travers-
ing access points. Multihoming expands that mobility by adding a wider range of
access networks. To understand the role of handover in transport layer multihoming,
we have created three new subcategories: (1) preemptive path selection, (2) fault
tolerant path selection, and (3) post handover synchronization. In each subcategory,
we explore an integral problem inherent to handovers at the transport layer.
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2.2.1.1 Preemptive Path Selection
A typical multihomed environment will present the transport layer with a number
of destination paths with disparate performance capabilities. Among these paths,
SCTP must choose one for communication. Often, an end-point will want to choose
the “best” path; providing either best-effort or quality of service (QoS) guarantees.
Usually metrics like bandwidth, delay, and jitter are adequate, but if the multihomed
environment consists of wireless links, signal strength and loss rate are also critical.
Given the range of networking applications, e.g., instant messages and video chat to
name a few, and including other constraints, such as usage fees and power consump-
tion, the “best” will not always be a one size fits all. Clearly then, multihoming
increases handover complexity, by introducing a range of decision problems with a
multitude of variables to explore.
2.2.1.2 Fault Tolerant Path Selection
SCTP avoids the path selection problem by letting a destination become unreach-
able (i.e., fail) before choosing an alternate. Without direct access to the link layer,
however, SCTP has no way of knowing whether a fault has occurred. For example,
consider a client end-point downloading a file using one of two interfaces. If the
client’s active interface loses its gateway connectivity (e.g., moves out of range of a
base station), the server end-point will continue sending data – unknowingly – to a
broken link. Notifying the server of connection loss (through the secondary interface)
is trivial, but what happens when the mobile is slowly losing connectivity? For ex-
ample, the wireless link is active but packet losses are increasing. Furthermore, what
if the active interface already offers the highest data rate? Should the transport layer
switch to a slower rate for better stability, or stay with its current incumbent for
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higher throughput potential? It is complicated questions like these that are the main
reason why SCTP relies solely on fault tolerance for handover support. Nevertheless,
multihoming should make losses more avoidable and interruption delays nonexistent.
2.2.1.3 Post Handover Synchronization
Whether handover is invoked from proactive (preemptive) or reactive (fault tolerant)
path selection, following transition the transport layer is still susceptible to inefficien-
cies. Spurious retransmissions, brought on by packet reordering, causes the transmis-
sion rate to drop significantly. Reordering typically occurs from packets being delayed
along a slow path while others are ushered ahead over a faster one. An undesired
consequence of reordering is illegitimate loss indications prompting CWND cutbacks.
Without direct access to the link layer, the transport layer blindly infers packet loss
by evaluating the order of arrivals. If too many packets are received out-of-order, the
transport layer assumes loss and makes concessions to expedite recovery.
2.2.2 Concurrent Multipath Transfer
As mobile users manoeuvre through heterogeneous access networks, at times they
may be presented with more than one access point with disparate performance ca-
pabilities and economic costs. For example, while one network may provide a large
coverage area over one that is smaller, it may also bare higher prices. Furthermore,
power consumption may also reduce battery life depending on base station proximity
or media access control (MAC) specifications. But if these caveats are of no concern,
playing some sort of complex network selection game will only add overhead. Inter-
estingly enough, however, when a device is multihomed, it is theoretically possible
to use multiple network technologies simultaneously to aggregate throughput poten-
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tial. The research community currently refers to such simultaneous transmissions as
concurrent multipath transfer, but has also used terms like bandwidth aggregation,
resource pooling, inverse multiplexing, load sharing, and even striping in similar con-
texts. Generally speaking, if more network resources (i.e., communication channels)
were present, one would naturally presume an increase in upload speeds. Unfortu-
nately, this has not been the case with SCTP for a number reasons: (1) unnecessary
fast retransmissions; (2) crippled congestion window growth; (3) superfluous network
traffic; (4) receive buffer blocking; and (5) naive scheduling.
2.2.2.1 Unnecessary Fast Retransmissions
Fast retransmission causes the sender to interpret network congestion, thereby re-
ducing its CWND. Moreover, a SACK with a gap report does not necessarily imply
packet loss – that is to say, missing packets could be delayed and thus reordered.
Still, SCTP infers a packet to be lost from additional SACKs because the probability
of loss increases with every gap report received. Even in a lossless system, however,
CMT reorders packets on a constant basis – diminishing connection quality in the
absence of loss.
2.2.2.2 Crippled Congestion Window Growth
Another side-effect of CMT is overly conservative congestion window growth. When
SACKs are received by the sender, they contain only new gap reports but no CUMACKs.
Since it is the CUMACKs which grow the CWND, previous gap reports that have
already acknowledged packets will have no impact on how the CWND grows. Even
though packets may have arrived in-order, this behaviour will limit CWND growth
and prevent bursts of new data.
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2.2.2.3 Superfluous Network Traffic
The next inefficiency caused by CMT is in regard to additional network traffic. Both
SCTP and TCP reduce acknowledgement traffic by delaying acknowledgements until
at least two can be sent together. Packets that are received out-of-order, rather,
should send a duplicate acknowledgement (i.e., the last CUMACK) immediately [2,
15]. Since packets are frequently reordered during CMT, acknowledgement traffic
increases gratuitously.
2.2.2.4 Receive Buffer Blocking
Realistically we cannot assume a receiver will have infinite buffer space. In fact,
mobile devices have very limited memory to begin with. Constrained buffers pose an
even greater problem if different paths have disparate bandwidth characteristics. A
sender is allowed to send only when the receive window (RWND), i.e., the amount
of free buffer space, is greater than zero. Furthermore, the RWND increases only
when packets are received in-order and passed to the application layer. Again, since
packets are regularly reordered during CMT, new transmissions can be temporarily
blocked. When the RWND is full, blocking is devastating because it lowers network
utilization and ultimately disables throughput.
2.2.2.5 Naive Scheduling
Simultaneous transmissions over paths with disparate bandwidth characteristics will
not yield synchronous receptions. This environment will hinder the performance of a
protocol offering ordered data delivery because higher sequence numbers will be re-
ceived before lower ones. Furthermore, a simple round robin approach to scheduling
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packet transmissions over multiple paths will undoubtedly lower throughput, primar-
ily because out-of-order arrivals will be queued at the receive buffer (RBUF). Even
in the absence of loss or a constrained buffer, CMT needs intelligent scheduling to
increase throughput and lower receiver-side queueing.
2.2.3 Cross-layer Activities
This last area relates the preceding subsections by looking more closely at some of
the additional responsibilities multihoming has imposed on the transport layer.
2.2.3.1 Bandwidth Estimation
Choosing the “best” path usually requires measuring bandwidth, delay, or jitter to
provide best-effort or even QoS guarantees; how to measure bandwidth, delay, or jitter
is an entire problem unto its own. Like TCP, SCTP will find difficulty in gathering
accurate path measurements since it lies, detached from intermediary physical links,
at the end-points of a connection. Moreover, if a metric can be gauged there is no
guarantee it will remain accurate for any length of time since a network path is shared
among many different sources with unknown traffic patterns. A conflict of interest
can also arise if the transport layer has to send too much traffic into the network just
to determine capacity. Each SCTP source needs to manage its own traffic efficiently
so as not to overwhelm the entire network. While it may use the continuous flow
of acknowledgements to infer bandwidth over the primary path, currently SCTP can
only measure the capacity of a secondary path from periodic probing.
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2.2.3.2 Wireless Error Notification
When the network path is composed of wireless and wired links, the cause of each
loss is more difficult to discern. It is common practise to assume wired links will not
experience transmission errors, but may lose packets due to buffer overflows. On the
other hand, while buffering is still a problem for wireless domains, the effects of signal
fading, interference, noise, or Doppler shifts can corrupt packet transmissions. Since
transport layer protocols are designed only to handle network congestion, losses over
wireless channels are ambiguous. Due to this ambiguity, an end-point may not be
able to discern congestion from wireless losses, leading to mismanaged resources and
poor performance.
2.2.3.3 Network Intelligence
Routing is usually reserved for network layer protocols like Intermediate System to
Intermediate System (IS-IS) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). Assuming the
system’s terminating point is its IP address, protocols like IS-IS and OSPF work fine;
but if the actual terminating point lies beyond the IP address, like in a multihomed
system, some inefficiencies may go undetected. While the network layer sees a system
of independent links between IP addresses, the multihomed transport layer sees only
IP systems (i.e., pairs of IP addresses), where each IP system may or may not share
common links. This raises issues of ambiguity, and challenges the notion that each
IP system is truly independent. Similar to path selection, found in the handover
management problem, the multihomed transport layer will have additional routing
responsibilities, regardless of mobility.
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2.3 Solutions, Strategies, and Techniques
This section highlights the research efforts used to address the main issues surrounding
SCTP multihoming. Note that each solution approach corresponds to a sub-problem
with the same heading introduced in Section 2.2.
2.3.1 Handover Management
2.3.1.1 Preemptive Path Selection
Making handover decisions or selecting an access network is a complicated problem.
Many sophisticated strategies, such as economic cost functions or even machine learn-
ing techniques like fuzzy logic and neural networks have been used extensively to make
optimized handover decisions. In fact, much of the work in this area has already been
reported. For a comprehensive survey of vertical handover decision algorithms, we
refer the interested reader to [16]. Vertical handovers involve reconfiguring an end-
point’s ingress access from one network technology to another. In [16], the handover
problem primarily focuses on choosing the “best” access network given a set of user
constraints. When comparing algorithms, handover performance can be evaluated
by delay, number of handovers, handover failure probability, and throughput. We
also direct the reader to [17], another survey that offers supplemental material on
handover classification and mechanics.
Path selection strategies not mentioned in previous surveys include: SIGMA
and ECHO. SIGMA, or Seamless IP diveristy based Generalized Mobility Architec-
ture [13], is actually a mSCTP framework. SIGMA offers mobility to multihomed
wireless devices through transport layer handover, location management, and simple
path optimization. We say simple because the path selection tool compares only one
variable, that is, received signal strength (RSS). When it comes to path selection,
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however, SIGMA is proactive; instead of a threshold, handover is initiated every time
an alternate interface has better signal strength.
Alternatively, ECHO, or endpoint centric handover [18], uses a more sophisti-
cated path selection strategy. ECHO’s primary objective, is to offer QoS guarantees
for VoIP calls using PR-SCTP. ECHO employs the E-model [19], an International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) planning tool, to estimate the quality of end-to-end
connections. Based on subjective testing, the E-Model rates the quality of a con-
nection on a scale from 0 to 100. The technique transforms individual transmission
parameters (e.g., signal strength, delay, jitter) into different impairment factors and
adds them together. The output of the E-Model, R, is calculated by
R = Ro − Is − Id − Ie + A, (2.1)
where Ro is the basic signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Is represents impairments that
occur simultaneously with voice encoding, Id sums all impairments due to delay, Ie
gives the effects of equipment, and A is an advantage factor. The last variable, A,
compensates for certain impairment factors by attempting to level the playing field
(e.g., a willingness to accept lower quality connections under wireless conditions).
Through a series of assumptions and simplifications, ECHO reduces the E-Model to
R = 93.34− Id − Ie, (2.2)
where the terms Id and Ie then correspond, more specifically, to delay/jitter and loss,
respectively. ECHO regularly measures Id and Ie by transmitting the same data over
each available path; then chooses the path with the best R score.
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2.3.1.2 Fault Tolerant Path Selection
By foregoing the complicated phase of preemptive path selection, an easier way to
make handover decisions is to simply wait until it is absolutely necessary, particularly,
when the network tells you to. There are two major problems with this logic: (1)
communication interruption, and (2) avoidable losses. The first problem occurs from
simply waiting until it is absolutely necessary to update the transmission path. If
we have to react to a problem, we will undoubtedly incur some kind of delay. But
we can exacerbate that delay by choosing the wrong end-point to manage faults.
For instance, the sender uses a parameter called path.max.retrans (PMR) to deter-
mine a destination’s reachability. Although failover (i.e., handover due to failure)
is considered an implementation specific issue [2], the current recommendation is to
compare the number of consecutive failed retransmission attempts to PMR. Then if
this number exceeds PMR, the primary path should be considered inactive and an
alternative will be selected. Since the retransmission timeout (RTO) increases expo-
nentially following each consecutive loss, the total time necessary to detect a path
failure can be expressed as
∑PMR
i=0 2
iRTO. RFC 4960 suggests the following default
settings: RTOmin = 1 s, RTOmax = 60 s, and PMR = 5. An SCTP association can
then expect to experience a failover delay (i.e. the time from a link failure until a
primary path update) to be anywhere between 63 and 360 seconds.
Staying with sender-side failure detection, some studies have tried to mitigate
failover delay by monitoring the nature of loss events. The scheme proposed in
[20], sending-buffer multicast-aided retransmission with fast retransmission (SMART-
FRX), works in three ways. The first is a minor change to the retransmission policy;
lost packets notified by missing reports are always retransmitted to the same address,
and those that have timed out are sent to an alternate destination. This is attributed
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to the assumption that losses from missing reports are due to network errors rather
than poor conditions; if an alternate path has lower bandwidth over the primary path,
a delay due to retransmission may inadvertently reduce throughput even further. The
second method avoids handover loss by simultaneously transmitting the same data
over multiple paths during periods of instability. Finally, the third approach mitigates
failover delay by monitoring loss events. If at some point the number of consecutive
retransmissions on the primary path exceeds PMR, the primary path becomes inac-
tive and an alternate takes over. If, however, a retransmission over the primary path
is successful before exceeding PMR, no change will take place.
The multipath transmission algorithm (MTA) is a method aimed at reduc-
ing losses while the conditions of the primary path begin degrade [21]. Avoiding
any CWND and reordering problems, the authors direct their work toward real-time
applications and simply disable the congestion avoidance and fast retransmission.
Similar to [20], MTA also transmits the same data over multiple paths during periods
of instability. The algorithm implements two transmission modes: singlepath and
multipath. During singlepath, the source sends information only along the primary
path, while multiple copies of the same information are sent along an alternate path
during multipath mode. Multipath mode starts when the number of consecutive re-
transmissions to the primary path reaches Multipath.Threshold (MT), such that MT
< PMR. In multipath mode, the sender monitors the stability of the new path by
sending heartbeat packets. When the sender receives two consecutive acknowledge-
ments for heartbeat packets, a new counter is increased by one and compared to a
parameter called Stability.Threshold (ST). If this new stability counter exceeds ST
before the number of consecutive retransmissions overtakes PMR, the alternate path
will become the new primary path.
The two most basic operations required for transport layer handover are: (1)
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adding a new IP address, and (2) changing destination paths. When to exploit
these operations now becomes the quintessential question. An experiment from [22]
describes a dualhomed SCTP receiver crossing randomly between two access points.
At the same time, a file is being downloaded from a stationary server across the
Internet; transport layer Add-IP and Path-Change functions are triggered when preset
RSS thresholds are broken. Analysis of this study focused on the effect of signal
strength for each threshold. For example, both aggressive and conservative thresholds
were chosen for either Add-IP or Path-Change operations, where the terms aggressive
and conservative refer to lower and higher threshold levels, respectively. In terms of
Add-IP, the aggressive rule adds a new IP address when the signal strength reaches
some minimum threshold. On the other hand, the conservative rule only adds a new
IP when the strength is greater than that of the current IP address. The results of
the experiment showed using an aggressive Add-IP with a conservative Path-Change
will yield the fastest download times. Clearly, download times will be faster under
the aggressive Add-IP rule since the alternate path is available sooner. But higher
throughput from the conservative Path-Change rule may not be as apparent. It
was said that by making frequent path changes, as with the aggressive rule, the
association becomes more unstable, hence lower performance. With respect to this
type of scenario, a hysteresis threshold (i.e., introduced state-change memory) could
mitigate undesirable connection oscillation between access networks [23, 24].
Before moving on, we would like to point out an intrinsic vertical handover
problem. Again, assume two end-points share an SCTP association across the Inter-
net. Currently, the wireless multihomed receiving end-point finds itself moving from
one base station to another and between subnets. Although the primary path may use
either of the two available destination IP addresses while the receiving end-point is in
range of both base stations, when the signal becomes so low that a connection cannot
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Figure 2.6: Congestion window cutbacks and spurious retransmissions during
handover.
be maintained, the primary path of the SCTP association will have to be updated to
acknowledge the receiving end-point’s only location of network access. The question
then is, “At what point should the primary path be updated?” While analyzing this
problem, we may first want to define what our main goal is, e.g., is it more important
to maximize throughput to transfer data as fast as possible or perhaps minimize loss
so that a stable connection is retained during handover? We then might be interested
in such things as bandwidth (i.e., data rate) and whether the receiver is entering a
subnet where the bandwidth will be higher or lower compared to the old subnet. In
either event, the state variables controlling SCTP will need to be monitored carefully.
2.3.1.3 Post Handover Synchronization
Network capabilities will often change after handover; sometimes for the better and
other times for the worse. Regardless of the outcome, synchronization issues at the
transport layer can lead to undesirable results. A handover example describing the
effect of reordered packets is shown in Fig. 2.6. In this example end-point A is sending
to multihomed end-point B using address 1 (i.e., B1). The propagation delay from A
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to B1 is 25 ms, where all other delays (i.e., transmission, queueing, and processing)
are considered negligible. Furthermore, the one way delay from A to address 2 of B
(i.e., B2) is 20 ms. At time 0 the CWND is 6 packets. After sending two packets,
and at time 2, the primary path is updated and the remaining four packets are sent
to B2. Since it takes longer for the first two packets to reach B over B1 than it does
the remaining four over B2, when the acknowledgements for the last four reach A,
the fourth missing report for the first two packets will trigger a fast recovery due to
the higher than expected sequence numbers. This causes the CWND to be halved
and retransmissions made at time 45, albeit unnecessary, since the first two packets
will be acknowledged at times 50 and 51, respectively. Following the loss indication
at time 47, the spurious retransmissions made by the sender only add to the problem
by further congesting the network with redundant data.
Ideally, we would like to avoid illegitimate loss indications and do away with
spurious retransmissions altogether, but finding a solution is no easy task. Cur-
rently, techniques work only on the principle of spurious retransmission detection.
For example, the Eifel algorithm [25] informs a sender of premature retransmissions
after receiving acknowledgements for packets sent before retransmissions. Following a
loss indication and retransmission of any missing packets, the Eifel algorithm simply
compares the transmission time of all acknowledged packets received before the re-
transmitted ones. If an acknowledgement is received for a packet with a transmission
time before the loss indication, a spurious retransmission is detected and congestion
control is reverted back to its previous state.
Although the simplicity of the Eifel algorithm can mitigate some performance
degradation due to spurious retransmissions with prompt detection, it suffers from an
inability to differentiate between reordering and actual congestion loss. An example
of such is shown in Fig. 2.7. The example shows a delayed packet transmitted at
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Figure 2.7: The Eifel problem.
time 0 followed by a lost packet at time 1. When the fourth missing report arrives
at time 47 a retransmission is made on behalf of the first packet, albeit at time 48
an acknowledgement for the first packet arrives. Depending on the retroactive policy
for spurious detection, using the Eifel algorithm could return SCTP to its original
congestion control state, which may result in another loss due to congestion, all the
while disregarding the fact that the second packet was actually lost.
Another strategy, known as duplicate SACKs (DSACKs) [26], will wait for all
retransmissions to be acknowledged before concluding whether any or all were indeed
spurious. But again the system must make spurious retransmissions before deter-
mining if they were warranted or not. This can be likened to the idea of throwing
an alleged witch into a lake only to see if she floats. Ladha et al. propose the com-
bination of Eifel and DSACK to combat spurious retransmissions due to reordering
in [27]. Fig. 2.8 provides a modified flowchart of the combined process highlighting the
necessary steps to determine spurious retransmissions with respect to the functional
requirements proposed in [27]. Note that by testing whether a CUMACK is greater
or equal to the highest retransmitted packet implicitly concludes that the original
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Figure 2.8: Eifel/DSACK algorithm.
transmission time is also less than the send time of the first retransmission.
Presented in [28], SCTP handover optimization (SHOP) is a method for reduc-
ing packet reordering after handover. SHOP is a proactive scheme that monitors the
average RTT of any impending handover path. If the new path has a lower latency
over the old one (i.e., ∆RTT > 0), then following handover all queued transmissions
are immediately postponed. SHOP simply backs off for a period of δ · ∆RTT until
ordered data arrivals can be better approximated. The coefficient δ is a connec-
tion parameter applied to avoid inaccurate estimations due to receiver-side delayed
acknowledgements.
A final proposal called handover retransmission for mSCTP (HR-mSCTP) is
presented in [29]. The proposed work also sends redundant packets to prevent CWND
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cuts due to illegitimate loss indications, or timeouts following handover. By preemp-
tively retransmitting all unacknowledged packets before sending new ones along the
alternate path, the authors guarantee the CWND will not be affected by spurious
retransmissions.
2.3.2 Concurrent Multipath Transfer
2.3.2.1 Unnecessary Fast Retransmissions
Iyengar et al. solve the spurious retransmission problem for CMT with their Split
Fast Retransmit (SFR) algorithm [30]. SFR validates the legitimacy of missing re-
ports by analyzing the destination address of reordered packets; specifically, SFR
tracks the highest acknowledged TSN for each destination address, indicated by the
variable highest. As an example, if TSNs 1 through 5 were sent to destination 1 and
TSNs 6 through 10 were sent to destination 2 and the receiving SACK carried TSN
acknowledgements 4 and 6; then highest for destination 1 would be 4, while high-
est for destination 2 would be 6. We have provided a simplified version of the SFR
algorithm in Fig. 2.9.
2.3.2.2 Crippled Congestion Window Growth
Another algorithm in [30], Congestion Window Update for CMT (CUC), allows the
CWND of each destination to grow independently. Instead of using a single CUMACK
variable, CUC employs individual CUMACKs for each destination. After each trans-
mission, CUC implicitly notes the expected order of TSNs for each destination ad-
dress. Again, if TSNs 1 through 5 were sent to destination 1 and TSNs 6 through 10
were sent to destination 2 and the receiving SACK carried TSN acknowledgements 4
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Figure 2.9: The Split Fast Retransmit Algorithm.
and 6; then, a CUMACK would update the congestion on destination 2 but not on
1. An interpretation of CUC is provided in Fig. 2.10.
To be complete, we should also mention the independent per path congestion
control for SCTP (IPCC-SCTP) algorithm [31] as well as Load-Sharing-SCTP (LS-
SCTP) [32]. IPCC-SCTP and LS-SCTP will also prevent spurious retransmissions
and poor window growth by assigning each TSN a unique path sequence number
(PSN). Upon reception of a SACK, they perform a similar operation as SFR by
marking only those TSNs as received or missing if their corresponding PSNs are
either in or out-of-order, respectively. Still, IPCC-SCTP incorporates an implicit
extension to the sender while adhering to the SCTP standard; LS-SCTP requires
changes to both the sender and receiver as well as reformation of the SCTP packet.
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Figure 2.10: Congestion Window Update for CMT.
2.3.2.3 Superfluous Network Traffic
To curb the barrage of redundant acknowledgements from reordered packets, a routine
called Delayed Acknowledgement for CMT (DAC) was incorporated into SFR [30].
DAC first mandates a delayed acknowledgement rule regardless of gaps. Then if a
SACK acknowledges TSNs sent to the same destination as one from the retransmission
queue, it should increment its missing report count by the number of packets received
prior to the previous SACK, i.e., 1 or 2 packets.
2.3.2.4 Receive Buffer Blocking
The performance of CMT when constrained by the RBUF was showcased in [33,34].
The authors demonstrated poor transfer times using a shared RBUF between high and
low bandwidth paths. In fact, in some circumstances using only the higher bandwidth
path provided better performance results. The problem was dubbed receive buffer
blocking ; described as an inefficiency causing a sender to pause transmission while
cumulative packets remain unacknowledged. Attempts to mitigate this problem took
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the form in various retransmission policies, such as: (1) send to the same destination
after a loss; (2) send to any destination with an open4 CWND; (3) send to the
destination with the largest CWND; (4) send to the destination with the largest
slow-start threshold (SSTHRSH); and (5) send to the destination with the lowest
loss rate. Although conclusions were vague, the authors felt loss rate was of most
importance when choosing a destination for retransmission. A final strategy, also
based on retransmission policy, suggests the combination of retransmission policies
(2) - (4) when path characteristics are similar [35]. For instance, when multiple
CWNDs are equal, choose a destination based on SSTHRSH or loss rate; else if all
variables are the same, make a random selection.
A similar blocking effect can also occur at the sender if acknowledged packets
remain in the send buffer (SBUF) for too long; even if packets are received successfully,
they must remain in the SBUF until an acknowledgement guarantees ordered delivery.
Keeping packets in the SBUF, even after they have been acknowledged, is a safe
guard against receiver-side reneging5. Assuming a receiver never reneges, Yilmaz et
al. [36] proposed the non-renegable selective acknowledgement (NR-SACK) as a way
of freeing up room for new transmissions. The new acknowledgement type simply tells
the sender to remove acknowledged packets from the SBUF, regardless of reordering.
The receive buffer blocking problem can also be extended to path failures. As-
suming the presence of more than one destination and following a timeout, the sender
can avoid a second consecutive loss by retransmitting to an alternate destination.
Even though this can mitigate the initial damage with prompt recovery, if a reactive
failover scheme is employed, the sender will continue transmitting new data to a bro-
4. The term open means the size of the CWND is greater than the number of outstanding
packets.
5. A receiver’s ability to give an acknowledgement only to disregard it later.
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ken link until PMR reaches its threshold. During each failed attempt, receive buffer
blocking will degrade connection quality. Moreover, if the RTO is exponentially in-
creased after each consecutive loss, the blocking problem will suffer a similar delay.
Noted in [37], this problem is tackled by introducing a new state called potentially-
failed (PF). Following a timeout, the corresponding destination will be flagged PF.
All new data is then transmitted over an alternate path and a heartbeat probe sent to
the PF destination. If and only if a heartbeat is acknowledged will the PF destination
be returned to a state of congestion avoidance.
More recently, modelling techniques were applied to CMT in an attempt to
avoid receive buffer blocking altogether. In [38], Yang et al. modify the well known
PFTKmodel [39] to calculate a minimum RBUF size, such that receive buffer blocking
cannot exist. The same authors, moreover, used a similar model in [40], to choose
the configuration of destination addresses that will maximize throughput for a given
RBUF size.
2.3.2.5 Naive Scheduling
Although retransmission policy can offer some relief, we think intelligent schedul-
ing shows the most promise for tackling the receive buffer blocking problem. Using
performance characteristics (e.g., bandwidth and delay), an ideal scheduler should be
able to approximate packet delivery times; thus minimizing reordering at the receiver.
The first scheduling algorithm used for CMT, however, simply transmitted the next
cumulative packet to the first destination with an open CWND [30], regardless of de-
livery time. As this method ignores bandwidth and delay, it has no effect on receive
buffer blocking. Such an approach will be referred to as naive, since no intelligence
is used in the scheduling process.
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Contrary to the naive approach, [41] proposed the bandwidth aware scheduler
(BAS) to approximate packet delivery times before transmission. BAS assigns newly
created packets to virtual send queues corresponding to one of the receiver’s destina-
tion addresses. To make its scheduling decision, BAS uses a destination’s bandwidth
estimate as well as a backlog of scheduled packets to predict delivery times. A new
packet is then placed in the send queue of the destination with the earliest delivery
time. BAS calculates a packet’s delivery time by
Ci = Ci +
D
Bi
+ Pi, (2.3)
where Ci is the current delivery time of packets on path i, D is the packet size, Bi is
the bandwidth (i.e., data rate) on path i, and Pi is the propagation delay. Although
BAS decides which packet is sent to which destination, it does not control when
packets are transmitted.
Unfortunately, maintaining an accurate backlog can be difficult, especially if
packets are lost and need to be retransmitted. To simplify the matter, the same
authors improved BAS in [4], but this time focusing only on real-time data transfer.
Employing an adaptive scheduling algorithm, the authors proposed a new transport
protocol called Westwood SCTP with Partial Reliability (W-PR-SCTP). Using a sim-
ilar method to TCP Westwood+ [42], W-PR-SCTP bases its path estimates on con-
tiguous, non-overlapping time windows, taking the maximum of either one RTT, or
50 ms. Bandwidth is then measured using a smooth auto regressive moving average.
Data chunks, moreover, are scheduled and assigned according to a path’s reception
index. The reception index of a path is calculated by dividing the accumulated size of
the current chunk, any outstanding chunk(s), and any buffered chunk(s) by a band-
width estimate. Although W-PR-SCTP ignores the size of the RWND by assuming
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an infinite RBUF, simulation studies showed that W-PR-SCTP would outperform a
naive or greedy scheduler (i.e., one that sends data over a path as soon as the CWND
is available) in terms of jitter and overall throughput.
Lastly, an optimal scheduler was proposed in [43]. The authors first model the
problem of distributing data packets over multiple paths as a Markov chain. Then a
Markov decision process (MDP) is formulated to specify a scheduling policy, specif-
ically, which actions are taken given system state and time step. Following this, the
On-line Policy Iteration (OPI) algorithm was proposed to approximate optimality.
Although this work has substantial merit, it forgets two major constraints of the
transport layer, that is, limited receive buffer and ordered data delivery. Without
mention of these constraints, optimal throughput could be achieved, but unrealisti-
cally.
2.3.3 Cross-layer Activities
2.3.3.1 Bandwidth Estimation
Due to similarities, the major techniques available to TCP for bandwidth estimation
may also be used by SCTP, e.g., variable packet size (VPS) probing, packet pair/train
dispersion (PPTD), self-loading periodic streams (SLoPS), and trains of packet pairs
(TOPP) [44].
A combination of bandwidth estimates are used by Fracchia et al. to gauge the
capacity of primary and secondary paths in [45]. A simple TOPP approach is used
on the secondary path by sending a train of six variable sized packets (two small, two
large, and two small) instead of the regularly scheduled heartbeats. At the receiver,
the dispersion times of the large sized packets are measured and returned to the
sender via a heartbeat acknowledgement. The bandwidth of an alternate path can be
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calculated by simply dividing the size of either large packet by their corresponding
separation time. Taking advantage of the continuous flow of data, bandwidth is
estimated over the primary path from RTT and SACKs. A bandwidth sample is
calculated from the kth RTT by
Bk =
Dk
∆k
, (2.4)
where Dk is the reported number of bytes acknowledged by a SACK with a RTT of
∆k. A low pass filter is then applied to average the samples so the mean bandwidth
is
Bˆk = αBˆk−1 + (1− α)Bk, (2.5)
where α is a constant, such that α ∈ (0, 1).
2.3.3.2 Wireless Error Notification
Although TCP and SCTP are experts at handling common congestion along wired
links, they are unable to distinguish errors caused by fickle wireless channels. If
these undesired conditions are only temporary, e.g., from a sudden change in phase,
congestion control reactions will be unnecessary and overkill. Already, a number of
surveys have reported various solutions for handling TCP over wireless links [46–48].
Again, due to the close relationship between the two, the research efforts for TCP
may also serve as excellent resources for SCTP’s plight.
As an example of recycled research, the sender-side solution, TCP Westwood+,
is used by SCTP to discriminate between congestion losses and wireless errors in [45].
The process works by comparing the output rate, i.e., CWND/RTT, with the most
recent bandwidth estimate following a loss indication. If the output rate is larger
than the bandwidth, congestion is inferred because all available bandwidth is being
utilized. If this is not the case, however, a wireless loss is more likely, and instead of
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dropping the CWND by half, it simply sets the slow-start threshold to
SSTHRSH =
B · RTTmin
Lmax
, (2.6)
where B is the bandwidth estimate, Lmax is the maximum packet size, and RTTmin
is the minimum observed round trip time. If four missing reports have triggered a loss
indication, then the CWND is set to SSTHRSH. We should point out that bandwidth
probing, required by the process, can obscure capacity measurements – something not
considered by the researchers in their study.
Another approach uses the link layer at a wireless interface to fragment a bun-
dled SCTP packet into its individual chunks. The ideology is that smaller packet sizes
should have lower probability of transmission corruption over larger ones. Presented
in [49], the process works by disassembling and reassembling bundled SCTP packets
between a wireless receiver and its access point. Assuming all disassembled chunks
are transmitted in-order, when the last chunk is received a SACK will inform the
sender if any were lost. Senders noting that a lost chunk had been fragmented, will
infer wireless errors as opposed to congestion loss. The effectiveness of this process,
however, lies in the assumption that SCTP packets have more than one chunk. If only
one chunk were sent per packet, there could be no inference. Furthermore, unless the
receiver knows when it should have received the last chunk of a disassembled packet,
it will not know how long to wait before reporting the packet missing.
Finally, TCP’s explicit error notification (ECN) [50] mechanism can also be
applied to SCTP. ECN is implemented in both the transport and network layers of
the OSI model. At the network layer, routers determine congestion by comparing the
current average queue length with some preconfigured threshold. When a router’s
queue length exceeds this threshold, it begins marking the ECN bit on all outgoing
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IP packet headers. Transport layer receivers employing ECN can then inform cor-
responding senders of congestion by setting similar flags in TCP acknowledgements.
In turn, senders may tune their output rates in a more informative manner. Intu-
itively, if loss indications are made without ECNs, then a wireless or noncongestive
loss may be inferred. Since RFC 4960 has reserved two chunks for future ECN ex-
tensions, SCTP is poised to apply this well researched technique immediately. The
work in [51] evaluates SCTP ECN and makes the following recommendations:
(1) Do not use the congestion window reduced (CWR) chunk as it consumes more
bandwidth than its TCP counterpart through additional overhead.
(2) Only reduce the send rate once per window of congestion losses (i.e., treat remain-
ing losses as noncongestive and perform normal retransmission procedures).
(3) To prevent underutilization, the minimum congestion window of an SCTP sender
should be
CWNDmin =
B · RTT
8
+MTU, (2.7)
where B is the bandwidth of the path’s bottleneck link and MTU is the maxi-
mum transmission unit.
2.3.3.3 Network Intelligence
Assuming bandwidth information is available and unchanging, SCTP multihoming
may be able to gain a performance advantage using asymmetric path selection. An
asymmetric path is one where the forward and reverse paths do not have equal one-
way delays. In fact, Internet users often subscribe to asymmetric paths when pur-
chasing data plans from ISPs. Typically, a subscriber has higher download rates than
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Figure 2.11: Asymmetric path selection.
they do for uploading. When an end-point is multihomed, the captured one-way de-
lays could result in a significant improvement if used efficiently. Take for example the
illustration in Fig. 2.11. Here we have a multihomed end-point with two interfaces.
While interface 1 has download and upload rates of 3 Mbps and 512 Kbps, interface
2 offers rates of 2 Mbps and 1 Mbps, respectively. Clearly, better performance will
be achieved using only one interface to download and the other to upload, than us-
ing a single interface for both. Recommended in [52], each sender should maintain
a matrix of delays in each direction to generate all RTT combinations and optimize
path selection. Referring to our simple example and assuming a constant packet size,
to achieve the best performance, the server should transmit new data to interface 1,
but send acknowledgements over interface 2.
Identifying shared bottlenecks is another strategy to make better use of sys-
tem resources. Noted in [53], unique bandwidth estimates could be misleading if
data streams share the same bottleneck link across separate network paths. Since
the transport layer has a blind view of the network topology, the authors suggest
comparing the autocorrelation in RTT delays of each path with the cross-correlation
of combined paths. Then, two paths will share a common bottleneck if their cross-
correlation is larger than the autocorrelation over one path. Upon this discovery,
multiple transfers could be consolidated into one destination address – simplifying an
SCTP association. Deallocating redundant interfaces, not only cures inefficiency, but
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also frees resources for alternative uses.
2.4 Discussion
We now offer our own analysis of SCTP multihoming; commenting on the surveyed
techniques and making recommendations for future research.
2.4.1 Handover Management
Preemptive path selection matches multihomed devices with the “best” available ac-
cess network; but at what cost? Mobile devices are notorious for poor processing
power, little memory, and limited battery life. Furthermore, applications like VoIP
require rapid decision making results, something optimization cannot always provide.
With respect to these caveats, optimal path selection is probably a long way off,
though, existing approximation techniques can achieve good results in a reasonable
amount of time, specifically, meta-heuristics. We suggest the preemptive path se-
lection problem make use of trusted meta-heuristics like simulated annealing, tabu
search, or genetic algorithms. Meta-heuristics, moreover, often converge in a frac-
tion of time their optimal counterparts might take. Nevertheless, each application
will need to define an objective function for the transport layer to solve. ECHO is
a good framework for preemptive path selection because it defines an objective, i.e.,
maximize R. ECHO also translates link layer metrics (e.g., delay, jitter, transmission
rate) into problem specific parameters. Because many network applications can be
grouped together (e.g., voice, video, data), a path selection sublayer (between the
application and transport layers) may prove beneficial to the future demands of the
multihomed communication system.
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Fault tolerance reduces the path selection problem to a reactive service. This
should be considered a valid approach because the transport layer is already compli-
cated enough, and the limitations of mobile devices will find optimal path selection
taxing. Due to slow failure detection and unreasonable communication delays, how-
ever, SCTP’s failover guidelines are unacceptable to most applications. Furthermore,
the current research strategies place too much emphasis on sender-side failure detec-
tion; especially when channel information is at the receiver. Examining whether it is
best to wait for the sender to initiate a primary path change after failover or have the
receiver automatically reconfigure the connection based on its observed channel condi-
tions, the data favours the latter. For instance, a number of articles have published re-
sults showing significant service disruption during SCTP based handovers [24,54–56].
Using DAR, SCTP end-points can easily monitor their connection status and inform
the sender of path changes. Unfortunately, if the receiving end-point waits too long,
communication will be disrupted and even packets may still be lost if the sender is
uninformed at the exact moment of path failure.
The fault tolerant path selection problem becomes more complicated when mo-
bile devices move away from high bandwidth access points. Even if the signal strength
of a new base station is stronger than its predecessor, the mobile will likely want to
remain connected to the old base station as long as possible. It is our recommen-
dation that handover prediction play a part in solving this problem. In most cases,
handover prediction is used by base stations to make advance resource reservations for
calls with high handover probability (i.e., calls most likely to transition from one cell
to another). To make valid predictions, the mobile is usually fitted with a transceiver
which feeds coordinates to a satellite positioning system. These coordinates are then
sent to base stations in close proximity to the mobile, where electronic road maps are
employed to make best guess approximations on handover time and location. The
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wealth of research (e.g., [57–60]) in this area should pave the way for its assimilation
with transport layer multihoming.
Moving the responsibility of path selection to the receiver should yield shorter
interruption delays, but signalling will become more important if we want to maximize
throughput. If a mobile finds itself crossing thresholds on a consistent basis, signalling
and reconfiguration costs may only exacerbate the problem. A hysteresis can offer
some form of stability, but should do so by adapting to environmental conditions.
For example, in the same way RTO is tuned to the ever changing RTT, so should a
hysteresis reflect the rate and trade-off of path switching.
Following handover, spurious retransmissions plague the entire communication
system; while the network suffers from inefficient use, the end-point loses throughput
momentum. So far, post handover synchronization is handled in one of two ways:
(1) multipath transmissions (i.e., sending the same data over multiple paths), or
(2) spurious retransmission detection. In either case, the system is treated through
redundant measures. Similar to fault tolerant path selection, better prediction may
also improve handover synchronization. By forecasting the change in connection
quality (e.g., bandwidth, delay), SCTP should be more prepared and thus more
capable of efficient handover management.
The techniques (from this paper) used for handover management are summa-
rized in Table 2.1. While many approaches share the same characteristics, they differ
in their implementation benefits.
2.4.2 Concurrent Multipath Transfer
A number of solid contributions has elevated the operational efficacy of CMT. By
curbing the effects of reordering and stunted CWND growth, CMT can now achieve
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Table 2.1: SCTP Handover Techniques
Algorithm Name Problem Addressed Solution Approach Bandwidth Aware Benefits Drawbacks
SIGMA path selection
maximize single
no application independent best-effort
variable function
ECHO path selection
maximize multi-
yes QoS application specific
variable function
SMART-FRX losses, failover delay
multipath transmissions,
no loss differentiation
failover scheme,
retransmission policy redundant packets
MTA losses multipath transmissions no simple
failover scheme,
redundant packets
Eifel spurious retransmissions detection no fast unreliable
DSACK spurious retransmissions detection no reliable slow
SHOP reordering smart scheduling yes receiver initiated monitoring overhead
HR-mSCTP reordering, losses multipath transmissions no receiver initiated redundant packets
aggregate performance gains, but work on the scheduling front still remains. How to
choose transmission paths to minimize receive buffer blocking is a challenging problem
that needs to be addressed. The MDP approach can certainly aid heuristic design as
long as transport layer constraints are kept in mind, but this may prove challenging.
Our own work focuses on the performance issues of CMT with limited RBUFs
(see Chapter 4). Using intelligently scheduling, we can maintain a continuous flow of
new data without interruption, while at the same time approaching the theoretical
limits of aggregated performance. Our scheduling algorithm works as follows: after a
CWND update, we estimate how many packets can be delivered over the faster path
ahead of a single packet using the slower one; we then use this estimate to transmit
the next packet (i.e., set of bytes) that will minimize buffering at the receiver. This
is in contrast to the current scheduling policy, which simply sends the next sequential
packet over each path regardless of performance disparity.
2.4.3 Cross-layer Activities
Without explicit feedback from Internet routers, SCTP end-points use RTT estimates
to measure network performance capabilities. The various methodologies used by
TCP can also be applied to SCTP. We should point out, however, the intrusive
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nature of measurement techniques; that is, packets always need to be transmitted
before any valid results can be attained. This makes the network susceptible to
gratuitous degradation and inefficiency. Fortunately, some measurement strategies
are less intrusive than others – though they cannot always provide the right amount
of information. Since most of the mulithoming techniques we have discussed assume
the availability of bandwidth conditions, care must be taken each time the network
is measured.
Losses occurring over wireless hops imply a very different result than those
experienced over a wire. Wireless losses usually occur at random times and are often
caused by unforeseeable events like interference or sudden movement. Of the three
approaches applied to SCTP, two show significant merit, that is, TCP Westwood+
and ECN. Though concern for both exist; while the former suffers from intrusive
bandwidth probing, the latter has scalability issues. For instance, all routers must
employ ECN, and there may be 10s or even 100s of routers between an SCTP sender
and receiver. Without a defining solution, differentiating between wired and wireless
losses should be a primary concern for multihomed devices as we embark further into
the age of wireless computing.
Identifying shared bottlenecks and routing traffic at ingress points are just some
of the newer responsibilities assumed by the transport layer with the assimilation of
multihoming. Needless to say, with more research in this area, SCTP will likely evolve
to take on even more roles than its transport layer predecessors ever imagined.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a comprehensive review of transport layer multi-
homing using the steam control tranmission protocol (SCTP). Currently, the main
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areas of study include: handover management, concurrent multipath transfer, and
cross-layer activities. A survey of strategies among research efforts has brought forth
improved performance while in some cases even complete solutions. With that said,
even though some algorithms may offer sufficient results, many open problems still
remain.
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Chapter 3
System Description
In this chapter, we first introduce the multihomed system by comparing its network
topology and transport layer architecture to that of a more traditional (one interface)
system. Next, we outline a framework for CMT by listing its required components.
Finally, we summarize the mechanics of SCTP for use in later chapters.
3.1 System Comparison: Singlehomed vs.
Multihomed
In this section, we introduce the multihomed system by comparing its network topol-
ogy and transport layer architecture to that of a traditional system with only one
interface.
3.1.1 Network Topology
Ordinarily, the transport layer is modelled as a dumbbell topology, that is, one bot-
tleneck link dividing a set of senders from their respective receivers. More specifically,
however, we typically study only one sender/receiver pair, while another m make up
background traffic sources. This model is true for singlehomed end-points only (i.e.,
one network interface). The dumbbell topology for a singlehomed connection is shown
in Fig. 3.1. In the figure, ssctp and rsctp represent the SCTP sender and receiver;
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Figure 3.1: Singlehomed network topology.
Figure 3.2: Multihomed network topology.
while sm and rm are respectively the m
th background sender and receiver sharing the
bottleneck link.
When an end-point is multihomed (i.e., more than one interface), the single-
homed dumbbell topology is no longer valid, since more than one network path exists
between sender and receiver. For multihomed end-points, rather, the network is mod-
elled as a series of dumbbells, where the function m(n) returns the maximum number
of background sources sharing the nth bottleneck link. Transmission and buffering
capacity, moreover, is assumed to be independent of bottleneck link, so that loss rate
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and end-to-end delay may differ from path to path. The network topology for a
mulithomed system is given in Fig. 3.2.
3.1.2 Transport Layer Architecture
While the transport layer’s primary responsibilities are to guarantee successful and
ordered delivery of application data, a number of caveats will shape an end-point’s de-
sign, such as limited buffer space, shared resources, and network uncertainty. Taking
these caveats into consideration, a singlehomed end-point will implement the follow-
ing: send buffer, receive buffer, retransmission timer, fast recovery/fast retransmit,
flow control, and congestion control. The design of a singlehomed end-point is shown
in Fig. 3.3.
(1) The send buffer (SBUF) accepts data from the application layer, converts it to
packets, and stores it until transmission. Even after transmission, however, each
packet remains in the SBUF until an acknowledgement confirms its successful,
and ordered, delivery. Since the SBUF is finite in space, moreover, when it is
full the application layer will be blocked.
(2) If the associated application is downloading data (i.e., the end-point is a receiver),
the receive buffer (RBUF) will hold out-of-order packets until a CUMACK
arrives, before passing them to the application layer. On the other hand, if
the application is uploading data (i.e., the end-point is a sender), the RBUF
will simply accept acknowledgements; notifying the sender of successful and/or
out-of-order delivery.
(3) If packets are lost, deadlock is averted when the retransmission timer expires.
Every time a packet is transmitted and the retransmission timer is not already
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Figure 3.3: Singlehomed end-point architecture.
Figure 3.4: Multihomed end-point architecture.
running, it must be started. Then, if no acknowledgements are received within
some duration of time, the sender will know a packet was lost. The mean and
variance of sampled round trip times (RTTs) are used to determine a suitable
duration for the retransmission timeout (RTO).
(4) Fast recovery/fast retransmit recognize loss before the retransmission timer ex-
pires by counting the number of times a packet is missing. A packet is considered
missing if another packet, with a higher sequence number, is acknowledged first.
If a packet reaches a missing count of four, then the packet is considered lost
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and a retransmission is made. Losses triggered by fast recovery/fast retrans-
mits also act as indicators of congestion; prompting the sender to slow down
transmission and mitigate further loss.
(5) Flow and congestion control are used together to administrate transmission op-
portunity. Using a variable called the receive window (RWND), flow control1
verifies the availability of buffer space at the receiver before allowing trans-
mission. In another way, congestion control2 employs the CWND to limit the
number of packets that can be in flight (i.e., passed to the network layer but
undelivered). Although the mechanics of flow control and congestion control
might suggest redundancy, their mandates prove otherwise. While flow con-
trol circumvents losses at the receiver in the event of reordering or sluggish
processing, congestion control aims to mitigate network loss from bottleneck
overflow.
A mulithomed end-point shares many similarities with its singlehomed counter-
part. For example, data is still copied from the application layer and transformed into
packets before being placed in a buffer; as well as flow control continues to manage
receiving capabilities. What has changed, rather, is how packet transmissions are co-
ordinated among numerous destination addresses. The architecture of a multihomed
end-point is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
(1) The first change involves adding a scheduling module to the design. The sched-
uler provides fundamental service for CMT, but is especially crucial when per-
formance characteristics (e.g., bandwidth, delay, loss rate) vary from path to
1. Flow control maintains that the receive window is greater than zero in order to allow
a transmission.
2. Congestion control will only allow transmissions when the number of outstanding
packets is less than CWND.
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path. The scheduler’s main job is to pair packets in the SBUF with destination
addresses so that reordering at the receiver is minimized.
(2) The destination manager is the second major change for the multihomed end-
point. As we said before, performance characteristics will vary from path to
path, therefore each destination address should maintain independent state
variables (e.g., CWND, CUMACK, RTT), not only for scheduling purposes,
but also to distinguish between reordering and loss. For example, under the
singlehomed network topology, packets are expected to arrive in-order, since
they should (for the most part) traverse the same first in first out (FIFO) net-
work path; it would then be reasonable to assume loss after a small number of
packets have been reported out-of-order. The multihomed network, however,
will reorder packet arrivals on a more frequent basis. Therefore, if we want
to use mechanisms like fast recovery/fast retransmit, we need to manage them
separately for each destination address. Since the retransmission timer and con-
gestion control mechanisms also use path specific variables, they too are now
controlled by the destination manager.
(3) Finally, each destination address is associated with its own send queue. This
space does not need to be allocated explicitly, but can be virtually extrapolated
from the SBUF. Typically, a destination’s send queue is used to determine if a
packet has been scheduled (i.e., assigned to a destination), and/or transmitted
to a particular destination.
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3.2 Concurrent Multipath Transfer
Primarily, CMT is a framework for sending data to a receiver with multiple IP ad-
dresses. Although there is no mandate on service type, CMT is typically thought of as
a reliable service. Since SCTP satisfies both preconditions, CMT is often an extension
of SCTP3. To support CMT, SCTP needs to implement the following: 1) multihomed
congestion control, 2) packet scheduling, and 3) congestion window management.
3.2.1 Multihomed Congestion Control
If the paths between sender and receiver are assumed independent, then network
characteristics (e.g., bandwidth, delay, loss rate) will vary between addresses. Tradi-
tional congestion control senses network capacity by slowly increasing the number of
packets in flight (i.e., unacknowledged). When packets are lost, this number is de-
creased by half to reflect the presence of congestion. But it is how the sender notices
loss that makes congestion control a problem for CMT. Every time a packet arrives
at the receiver a SACK tells the sender if any are out-of-order. If only one network
path separates sender from receiver and packets were transmitted in sequential order,
it is intuitive to infer loss when packet arrivals are persistently out-of-order.
When multiple network paths are available (such is the case with CMT), packets
are routinely received out-of-order because of disparate path characteristics. This
results in spurious loss events slowing transmission – unnecessarily – even when no
congestion exists. One solution is to implement congestion control separately for each
IP address; for example, each address maintains its own CWND and CUMACK. The
work in [30] outlines the algorithms necessary to implement multihomed congestion
control for CMT.
3. TCP is unsuitable for CMT since it does not support multiple IP addresses.
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3.2.2 Packet Scheduling
Maintaining reliability alone is hardly a challenge; if data is out-of-order, the sender
will be notified by a SACK and retransmissions will correct the problem. This is the
typical situation when packets are lost and is a reasonable solution. CMT creates a
new problem, however, even in the absence of loss; when network paths are disparate,
packets routinely arrive out-of-order. To make matters worse, if the RBUF is limited
in size, new transmissions over faster paths are disrupted while out-of-order packets
are buffered at the receiver; ultimately, reducing throughput to the capacity of the
slowest path. A packet scheduler (see Chapter 4) can mitigate these effects by intelli-
gently assigning outgoing packets to the destination address that minimizes buffering
delay at the receiver.
3.2.3 Congestion Window Management
Even with multihomed congestion control and ordered packet arrivals, inefficiency
can still plague CMT. The source of weakness actually stems from flow control; a
common mechanism found in TCP and SCTP. Flow control is designed to prevent a
sender from overwhelming the receiver; for example, if the sender transmits packets
faster than the receiver can process them, the system becomes unstable and creates
unnecessary loss. To circumvent this problem, flow control prevents the number of
packets in flight (including those that are buffered at the receiver) from exceeding the
size of the RBUF. Another way of solving this problem is to simply limit the CWND
to the size of the RBUF.
In the case of CMT, the same method can be employed, but problems occur
when the bandwidth delay product (BDP) of one path is disproportionate compared
to others. Ultimately, the BDP can tell us how many packets can fit onto a path at
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any given time; or in other words, a limit to place on the CWND. On the contrary,
if CWNDs remain unbounded and the path to one destination address has an ex-
ceptionally large BDP, utilization can drop leading to an inefficient use of resources.
Furthermore, if the sum of BDPs (for each path) exceeds the size of the RBUF,
CWND size becomes the determining factor for system optimization. For example, if
we can only afford to increase the CWND of one destination address, we should in-
crease the one with the lowest RTT (or the highest bandwidth) in order to maximize
throughput. Congestion window management will be presented in Chapter 6.
3.3 Stream Control Transmission Protocol
We now make the following assumptions regarding the stream control transmission
protocol (SCTP) [2]. Note that these assumptions will carry forward through the
remainder of the thesis.
(1) The amount of DATA the sender is allowed to transmit to address a at time t is
controlled by the address’s CWND, its number of outstanding bytes (OUT) (i.e.,
any unacknowledged data), and the RWND. At any given time, this amount is
the lesser of the CWND minus OUT and RWND. Thus
DATAa,t = min(CWNDa,t −OUTa,t,RWNDt). (3.1)
(2) Depending on mode, SCTP increases a CWND in two ways:
(a) An address is in slow-start (SS) mode if its CWND is less than the SSTHRSH.
Every time a CUMACK is received, the CWND is increased by at most,
the lesser of i. the number of outstanding bytes being newly acknowledged
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(NEWACK) (i.e., the number of packets removed from the send buffer),
and ii. the maximum transmission unit (MTU). The new CWND is thus
CWNDa,t+1 = min(NEWACKa,t,MTU). (3.2)
(b) An address is in congestion avoidance (CA) mode if its CWND is greater
than or equal to its SSTHRSH. In this mode the CWND is incremented by
one MTU every time a sender receives an acknowledgement that advances
the CUMACK, and the CWND is less than or equal to the partially ac-
knowledged bytes (PBA) and OUT. This is accomplished by reducing the
number of PBA by the previous size of the CWND (i.e., the size of the
CWND before the increase). The new CWND is calculated by
CWNDa,t+1 = CWNDa,t +MTU. (3.3)
(3) Every time the sender receives a SACK, NEWACK is subtracted from OUT. In
other words, new data can be sent without increasing the size of the CWND
(i.e., the CWND is opened).
(4) When gaps are found in a SACK, the sender increments the missing count for
any packets contained within a gap. If the SACK indicates that a packet has
been missing four times, the packet is considered lost. In response, the sender
halves the CWND of the address to where the packet was sent, then retransmits
any lost packets. Moreover, the address’s SSTHRSH is also set to the size of
the halved CWND, in case of a timeout event.
(5) Each time new data is sent to an address, a timer called the retransmission
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timeout (RTO) is set. If this timer expires before an acknowledgement arrives
for the transmitted data, the CWND is dropped to one and RTO is doubled.
This process continues for every consecutive packet loss until some maximum
RTO is reached.
(6) RTO is calculated from two variables, the smoothed RTT (SRTT) and the av-
erage variation in RTT (VRTT). Every time there is a CWND update, new
values for SRTT and VRTT are computed using exponential weighted moving
averages. While the variation in RTT is given by
VRTT = (1− β)VRTT + β|SRTT− RTT|, (3.4)
the smoothed RTT will be
SRTT = (1− α)SRTT + αRTT, (3.5)
where α = 18 , and β =
1
4 .
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we described how multihoming affects a traditional (one interface)
system. Specifically, we showed how network topology and transport layer architec-
ture change when end-points are multihomed. Furthermore, our basic assumptions,
with regards to SCTP, were presented in detail. With a basis for our system of study
now formalized, the more technical contributions of the thesis will be presented in
the chapters to follow.
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Chapter 4
CMT: Scheduling
Aggregating the resources of multiple network paths for a single transport layer ses-
sion can improve throughput performance [30–32]. Unfortunately, improvement is
restricted to the assumption of a infinite RBUF; which is not always realistic, espe-
cially for mobile devices with limited memory. When the RBUF is limited, aggregated
performance diminishes; primarily due to naive round robin scheduling. Additionally,
when multiple paths have disparate performance characteristics, such as round trip
times, throughput can reduce to the capacity of the slowest path [34]. The problem
exists, mainly, from a need to transfer data reliably and in sequential order to a des-
tination with limited room for buffering. The research community has dubbed this
the receive buffer blocking problem.
In this chapter we propose the on-demand scheduler (ODS) to address receive
buffer blocking under delay-based disparity. ODS differs from previous scheduling
algorithms in that it waits until congestion and flow control allow transmission before
assigning a packet to a destination address. ODS, moreover, is particularly useful
when the RBUF is small and the sender is unsure whether CMT is better than using
only one network path.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: the current scheduling algorithms
for CMT are described in Section 4.1; ODS is presented in Section 4.2; Section 4.3
provides performance results; and lastly, Section 4.4 summarizes the work.
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4.1 Current Scheduling Algorithms for CMT
The purpose of this section is to describe, in detail, the mechanics of current schedul-
ing algorithms for CMT. Note that a review of techniques aimed at naive scheduling
as well as the receive buffer blocking problem were presented in Section 2.3.2.
4.1.1 Naive Round Robin Scheduling
The naive scheduler needs minimal explanation as it is simple and straight forward.
Whenever transmission to destination d is granted (i.e., RWND > 0 and d’s CWND
is greater than the number of packets outstanding to d), the cumulative packet from
the SBUF is assigned to d and then passed to the network layer for transmission.
Alternatively, when multiple destination addresses have transmission opportunities,
the scheduler iterates through a list in a round robin fashion; each time assigning
the cumulative packet to another destination address. Using this method, no pri-
ority is given during the scheduling process, making its implementation trivial. An
unfortunate consequence of naive scheduling, however, is the fact that aggregated
performance reduces as path characteristics become increasingly disparate. In the
end, no destination, regardless of delay, can deliver packets faster than the speed of
the slowest path.
4.1.2 Bandwidth Aware Scheduler
Since naive scheduling uses no intelligence, reordering problems can occur when path
characteristics (e.g., bandwidth or delay) are disparate in nature. As a consequence,
the bandwidth aware scheduler (BAS) was designed to remedy a solution. By as-
signing newly created packets to the “best” destination address before transmission,
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BAS attempts to mitigate the effects of reordering caused from disparate path char-
acteristics. When a new packet arrives in the SBUF, BAS assigns it to a destination
address and places it in a virtual send queue. Later, when a destination has a trans-
mission opportunity, the packet with the lowest sequence number is retrieved from
the destination’s virtual send queue and passed to the network layer.
BAS makes scheduling decisions based on bandwidth estimates as well as the
volume of undelivered packets for each destination address. Each time a packet
arrives in the SBUF, BAS computes the reception index of a destination address.
The reception index combines a destination’s load (i.e., number of scheduled packets)
with its capacity (i.e., rate of delivery) so a sender can make quick, but informed
scheduling decisions. A new packet i is always assigned to the destination with the
lowest reception index. Reception index, R(d), is calculated by
R(d) =
L(i) +O(d) + S(d)
B(d)
, (4.1)
where S(d) represents the current number of bytes scheduled for destination d, O(d)
returns the number of bytes in flight (i.e., how much has been transmitted to d, but
yet to be acknowledged), B(d) is the bandwidth estimate for destination d, and L(i)
returns the size of packet i.
When transmission to a destination is allowed, a scheduled packet is simply
retrieved from a queue and passed to the network layer. What happens, however,
when transmission to multiple destinations is allowed at the same time? In this case,
the sender needs to decide which destination it should send to, or in other words,
which queue to send from. Unfortunately, the answer is nontrivial and BAS does
not offer any advice on the matter. Since no solution is provided, we propose a
simple round robin transmission policy. For instance, when transmission to multiple
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Figure 4.1: Round robin transmission policy failure.
destinations is permitted, the sender iterates between virtual send queues, allowing
one transmission each. We will now show how even this simple scheme can fail.
Assume a dualhomed receiver (i.e., two destinations) is capable of holding up to
six packets in its RBUF. Furthermore, let us assume 12 packets have been scheduled
so far, where 1 through 3 and 6 to 9 have been delivered successfully, but packets 4
and 5 were lost. If packets 4 and 5 were scheduled for destination 2 while 10 through
12 have been scheduled for destination 1, it is possible for the association to become
deadlocked depending on which queue transmits first. Referring to Fig. 4.1, we will
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illustrate how this scenario can play out. Starting from the top, if the sender is
employing a round robin scheme and packets scheduled to destination 1 are next in
line for transmission, packet 10 followed by packet 4 are sent. Upon their arrival
at the receiver, packet 4 is immediately passed to the application layer (since it is
cumulative) but 10 is buffered (along with 6 through 9) since 5 is still outstanding.
At the beginning of the next transmission opportunity, queue 1 will again be next in
line, so packet 11 is sent. Unfortunately, this will fill the RBUF to capacity and no
more transmissions will be allowed unless the receiver drops at least one packet, that
is to say, it reneges.
One solution simply mandates that cumulative packets must be transmitted
when the RWND is one packet long. In our scenario, however, the association may
find it more desirable to send packets 4 and 5 immediately (i.e., during the first trans-
mission opportunity), or for that matter, always choose the queue with the lowest
sequence numbers, even before RWND = 1. If more packets have been scheduled
for transmission, always sending from the queue with the lowest sequence number
might move data out of the RBUF faster; possibly creating more transmission op-
portunities and increasing throughput. On the other hand, choosing queues based on
sequence number may undermine BAS, creating redundancy in the system. Since our
work is geared toward a different scheduling approach, i.e., one that assigns packets
only after transmission is granted, we leave BAS scheduling problems to the research
community.
4.2 On-demand Scheduler
Using BAS, scheduling is performed before a transmission opportunity is even avail-
able. For ODS, however, the opposite is true; that is, the destination is selected first
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and a packet is chosen second.
Every time the sender has a transmission opportunity, ODS ranks its set of
destination addresses using an estimated time of acknowledgement (ETA)1 for cumu-
lative packet i. The ETA of packet i transmitted to destination d is then calculated
by
A(i, d, t) = t+K(d) +G(d, t), (4.2)
where t is the time of transmission and K(d) returns the average RTT to destination
d. The function G(d, t), moreover, provides an estimate on queueing delay at d’s
bottleneck link. The queueing delay associated with destination d at time t is
G(d, t) =


H(d) + T (d)− t if H(d) + T (d) > t,
0 otherwise,
(4.3)
where T (d) returns the transmission time of the last packet sent to destination d, and
H(d) estimates the length of time before the last packet transmitted to destination d
exits the bottleneck link. H(d) is then updated after every transmission so that
H(d) = G(d, t) +
L(i)
E(d)
, (4.4)
where E(d) is the bandwidth of destination d’s bottleneck link2.
First, ODS must discover the destination with the earliest ETA, that also has
an open CWND (i.e., allowed to transmit); we will refer to this destination as dTxmin.
If D represents the set of all destination addresses, then dmin will be the destination
1. ODS considers ETAs to be the time packet i is acknowledged at the sender.
2. A path’s bandwidth can be found using the dispersion in arrival times between two
packets that were transmitted back-to-back.
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with the earliest ETA. If dmin = d
Tx
min, then cumulative packet i is sent to dmin. On
the other hand, if dmin 6= d
Tx
min, then dmin is removed from D, placed into D
′, and the
destination with the next earliest ETA is selected. Finally, when dTxmin is found, an
algorithm searches the SBUF for a packet no destination from D′ can deliver sooner.
Second, ODS searches the SBUF, looking for the packet with the lowest se-
quence number; such that sending to dTxmin now, will avoid reordering later. ODS
accomplishes this by assuming all outstanding packets are successful so that the time
of future transmission opportunities can be approximated. More specifically, acknowl-
edgements are simulated using the ETAs of outstanding packets. After a packet is
acknowledged, a new transmission might be allowed. When a transmission opportu-
nity exists, another dmin and d
Tx
min are found using D
′. At this point, however, if again
dmin 6= d
Tx
min, then a new search is spawned from the current process; much like a
recursive function. For example, assume a receiver has three destinations: d1, d2, and
d3. If the scheduler ranks the destinations according to ETA, so that d1 < d2 < d3,
when looking for a packet to send to d3, a new search might be needed for d2. When
the search for d2 concludes, the search for d3 resumes. The pseudo code for ODS is
presented in Appendix A.
4.3 Performance Evaluation
In this section we compare the performance capabilities of each scheduling algorithm
under various network conditions when CMT is employed during a 1 GB file transfer.
To provide unbiased results, we developed a simplified SCTP module using the ns-2
software package. Our SCTP module is capable of supporting each of the scheduling
algorithms previously described in the chapter (i.e., naive, BAS, and ODS), as well
as using only one path at a time.
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Figure 4.2: Network topology.
4.3.1 Evaluation Procedure and Network Topology
Fig. 4.2 illustrates the network topology used in our study. A two-path network was
chosen because we expect CMT to be used by smartphone devices like the iPhone
or BlackBerry Bold. At present, these devices come standard with two network
interfaces, one for Wi-Fi and another for cellular connectivity. Assuming we are
limited by these architectural constraints, only two network paths can exist between
end-point devices. On the other hand, our results can only offer trends since many
liberties were taken in an effort to reduce simulation complexity. For example, a
network path in our system only consists of one link; where a link is composed of a
transmission rate, queue size, and propagation delay. Furthermore, we always assume
the return path to be infinitely faster than its forward counterpart. Finally, to create
path disparity, specific parameters, e.g., bandwidth, delay, and loss rate, were varied
along one of the paths. Unless otherwise specified, Table 4.1 lists all other simulation
parameters.
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application
file size 1024 MB
layer
packet size 1500 bytes
SBUF 512 KB
SCTP RBUF 64, 128, 192, and 256 KB
end-points RTOmax 60 seconds
RTO parameters α = 0.125, β = 0.25
network paths
bandwidth 10 - 50 Mbps
propagation delay 10 - 100 ms
prob. packet loss 10−4 - 10−1
Table 4.1: Comparison of scheduling techniques: simulation parameters.
4.3.2 Delay-based Disparity
In our first set of experiments, we evaluated the different scheduling algorithms under
delay-based disparity (i.e., packet delay on one path is different from another). This
was accomplished by varying the propagation delay on path 1 between 10 to 100 ms
while the delay on path 2 remained constant at 40 ms. Other path characteristics,
like bandwidth and loss rate, stayed the same on either path (i.e, bandwidth = 21
Mbps and loss rate = 10−4).
The results of our comparison are shown in Figs. 4.3 - 4.6. In all plots, through-
put diminishes as delay increases. This happens because delay increases bandwidth
delay product (BDP)3. To maximize throughput, the amount of data in flight (at
any given time) must be the same as the BDP of the corresponding network path.
Unfortunately, if the RBUF is lower than the BDP, then maximum throughput can
never be achieved.
3. BDP tells us how much data can exist along a network path at any given time.
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Figure 4.3: Delay-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 64 KB.
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Figure 4.4: Delay-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 128 KB.
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At a lower RBUF size, however, ODS can still offer improvement over the other
two scheduling approaches, even when delay is at its highest (see Fig. 4.3). Although
ODS cannot improve throughput beyond the capabilities of using only one network
path, ODS takes the guess work out of the problem. For instance, when delay on path
1 is less than 40 ms, path 1 is clearly the better choice; but once delay goes beyond 40
ms, the sender should switch to path 2. Unfortunately, unless throughput prediction
is available, choosing the better path can be a difficult decision to make. Furthermore,
using only one path when the RBUF is small (i.e., 64 KB) always performs better
than BAS or the naive approach. Alternatively, ODS is never worse and no decision
needs to be made.
Similar results are observed in Fig. 4.4, with only one exception, BAS is best
when delay on path 1 is low (i.e., less than 30 ms). In this case, we believe that
SCTP’s CWND update policy is the reason for ODS’s poor performance. Since
SCTP’s CWND update policy grows the size of a CWND every RTT, the size of
one CWND can be much larger than another if RTTs are different between paths.
Moreover, even when flow control prevents transmission, a path’s CWND can grow
without bound. If loss rate is low (as was the case in our experiments), then ODS can
allow one path to monopolize shared resources (e.g., the RBUF), due to an increase
in transmission opportunities. Therefore, making scheduling decisions only after a
transmission opportunity has been granted can actually decrease performance under
certain conditions. SCTP’s CWND update policy is less of an issue for BAS because
scheduling decisions are made before transmission opportunities.
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Figure 4.5: Delay-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 192 KB.
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Figure 4.6: Delay-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 256 KB.
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4.3.3 Bandwidth-based Disparity
We now evaluate the scheduling algorithms under bandwidth-based disparity (i.e.,
when available bandwidth on one path is different from another). Throughput results
are shown in Figs. 4.7 - 4.10. Here, the naive approach is just as good as ODS when
the RBUF is small; the reason stemming from marginal differences in delay. In these
experiments, we kept the delay of each path to just 40 ms, but varied the bandwidth
on path 1 from 10 to 50 Mbps while keeping path 2 at 21 Mbps. Although additional
bandwidth (i.e., 50 Mbps) will decrease end-to-end delay and create some delay-
based disparity, the difference is negligible compared to a 40 ms propagation delay.
Ultimately, during bandwidth-based disparity out-of-order packets, caused by naive
scheduling, wait only a small amount of time before receiving a CUMACK.
Interestingly enough, BAS is very poor when there is large disparity in band-
width potential. Our understanding is that the naive scheduler creates reordering
because of round robin transmissions, but every transmission sends a cumulative
packet. On the other hand, BAS schedules packets prior to transmission but places
them into a virtual send queue with the expectation that ordered packets will leave
the queue at the same rate as its corresponding bandwidth estimate. Compared to
naive scheduling, reordering caused by BAS is more consequential, as cumulative
packets are moved from the RBUF to the application layer in a less frequent manner.
Therefore, BAS needs a larger RBUF to mitigate the effects of these “scrambled”
packet arrivals during bandwidth-based disparity.
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Figure 4.7: Bandwidth-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 64 KB.
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Figure 4.8: Bandwidth-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 128 KB.
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Figure 4.9: Bandwidth-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 192 KB.
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Figure 4.10: Bandwidth-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 256 KB.
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The naive scheduler, however, becomes less effective with a larger RBUF. Even
though bandwidth aggregation is still achieved, the faster path (i.e., path 1) cannot
exceed the speed of the slower path (i.e. path 2). Of course, this is a consequence of
naive scheduling, and results in receive buffer blocking slowing down the faster path.
At any rate, ODS is not limited by this fact and can outperform the naive scheduler
at higher RBUF sizes.
4.3.4 Loss-based Disparity
Next, we will look at how the scheduling algorithms fare under loss conditions. By
varying probability of packet loss on one path, but keeping other characteristics the
same (i.e., bandwidth = 21 Mbps and delay = 40 ms on both paths), we measure
throughput using four different RBUF sizes; results of which are shown in Figs. 4.11 -
4.14.
Like the bandwidth tests of the previous subsection, ODS is no better than
the naive scheduler. In fact, the naive scheduler performs slightly better than ODS,
regardless of RBUF size. What these experiments tell us is that the receive buffer
blocking problem is not immune to losses. Strictly speaking, ODS was designed to
handle delay-based disparity by coordinating packet transmissions for ordered ar-
rivals. In the case of loss-based disparity, however, ODS makes no adjustment for
the possibility of packet losses. Therefore, receive buffer blocking will still exist when
retransmissions are needed to reorder packets at the receiver. When a packet is lost,
those that were scheduled to arrive after the loss will have to wait in the RBUF for
a retransmission. Theoretically speaking, if loss rate is consistent, it may be possible
to predict loss events. Knowing that a loss may occur, a second (more reliable) path
could transmit redundant packets in an effort to save retransmission time. Such a
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scheduler should be considered in future work.
Similarly, BAS is also unaware of loss probability. But BAS fairs much worse
because packets are never removed from a send queue; even after loss, the BAS sched-
uler will continue to transmit along the same destination path. While a retransmission
policy may mitigate some of these effects, placing packets into a send queue preemp-
tively, with the expectation of successful delivery, will not overcome receive buffer
blocking from loss-based disparity.
4.3.5 Destination Utilization
Even though ODS has been shown to be an effective scheduling algorithm for CMT
in most situations, there are still some areas where this is untrue. For example, in
Fig. 4.4, BAS performed better than ODS when delay on path 1 was less than 30 ms.
In this subsection, we will examine efficiency in terms of utilization. Here, we define
utilization as the number of transmissions to a destination divided by the number of
transmission opportunities. For example, when a destination’s CWND is open (i.e.,
the number of outstanding packets is less than the size of the CWND), a destination
will have a transmission opportunity. Unfortunately, if the RWND is less than or
equal to zero, then transmission is blocked.
In Figs. 4.15 and 4.16 we plot the utilization and throughput on path 1 and 2
when ODS is employed4. As we can see in the graphs, both utilization and throughput
are higher on path 1 than on path 2, but this is be expected since path 1 has a lower
delay. Moreover, the RBUF is limited; therefore, path 2 should yield to path 1
whenever the RWND is zero. Even so, utilization is remarkably low on path 2, below
10% even when delays on either path are relatively close.
4. RBUF = 128 KB; path 1: bandwidth = 21 Mbps, and delay is variable; path 2:
bandwidth = 21 Mbps, delay = 40 ms.
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Figure 4.11: Loss-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 64 KB.
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Figure 4.12: Loss-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 128 KB.
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Figure 4.13: Loss-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 192 KB.
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Figure 4.14: Loss-based disparity: throughput results when RBUF is 256 KB.
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To get a better understanding of resource utilization, we can approximate how
much of the RBUF each path will use (or how many packets need to be in flight) to
maximize throughput. Assume the following: B is the available bandwidth of a path
(in Bps), D is the propagation delay experienced along a path (in seconds), and L
is the size of a packet (in bytes). Given B, D, and L, the number of bytes a path
needs to have outstanding (i.e., in flight) to maximize throughput is approximately
B · (L/B +D).
With a constant delay of 40 ms, path 2 will always need at least 108 KB in flight
to achieve a throughput of 21 Mbps. Alternatively, the delay on path 1 is variable,
and when delay is 10 ms, path 1 will only need 27 KB. In turn, this should allow path
2 to have up to 101 KB in flight. Therefore, if 101 KB of data were delivered every 40
ms, then path 2 should achieve a throughput closer to 20 Mbps. But Fig. 4.16 shows
throughput at only 9 Mbps. A solution to this problem will be offered in Chapter 6
when we discuss congestion window management.
4.4 Summary
To address the issues of receive buffer blocking under delay-based disparity, we pro-
posed the on-demand scheduler. Unlike BAS, our scheduler waits for a transmission
opportunity before assigning packets to a destination address. When congestion and
flow control allow transmission to a destination, ODS searches the SBUF in a re-
cursive manner, looking for a packet that cannot be delivered to another destination
sooner. We tested ODS under three network scenarios: (1) delay-based disparity, (2)
bandwidth-based disparity, and (3) loss-based disparity.
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Figure 4.15: Delay-based disparity: destination utilization.
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Figure 4.16: Delay-based disparity: destination throughput.
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Chapter 5
CMT: SCTP Modelling
As an alternative to simulation, mathematical models are often used as a time saving
device to study networking protocols. Even though a model is only an approximation,
performance results are typically generated in just a fraction of the time simulation
can take. In this chapter, we will use two different modelling techniques to develop
a method for approximating the throughput of CMT; while one is based on renewal
theory the other uses a Markov chain. As we will see, the Markov model is more
accurate, but is also more computationally expensive. Alternatively, the renewal
model uses a closed-form expression, allowing real-time results albeit accuracy is less
consistent.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 provides a brief
literature review on transport layer modelling and concurrent multipath transfer;
Section 5.2 proposes the respective analytic models; Section 5.3 presents numerical
results, comparing the models; finally, Section 5.4 summarizes the work.
5.1 Review of Transport Layer Modelling
Even though our work is geared toward SCTP, the models in this chapter are closely
related to TCP; so much so, a comprehensive review of TCP literature is warranted1.
1. Only renewal theory and Markovian models will be evaluated. The interested reader,
looking for additional transport layer models, should consult a more thorough treatise on
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Arguably, renewal theory is the most popular technique for modelling TCP
throughput. The seminal ideas for renewal theory as a TCP throughput model were
first discussed by Mathis et al. in [62]. The authors developed a simple model for
long-lived TCP connections with periodic independent packet losses. In this work,
only linear CWND growth and fast recovery was considered. Moreover, it was as-
sumed timeouts were avoided and the CWND was only ever halved after a loss event.
Although loss events were assumed independent, a train of packets following the first
loss were also assumed to be lost. Thus, packet losses were considered to be correlated
using the implicit assumption of drop-tail queues along the path of a TCP connec-
tion. The work in [62] was later cultivated by Padhye et al. [39] to fit a more realistic
implementation of TCP Reno. This model assumed both triple duplicate losses as
well as timeout events, with exponential back-off periods following a timeout. Other
authors again revisited this model to address some inaccuracies and incorporate the
slow-start process after timeout events [63,64]. This work is now notoriously known as
the PFTK-model2. More recently, the PFTK model was transformed to use available
bandwidth instead of loss rate as a modelling parameter [65]. The authors argue that
bandwidth is a more efficient way to characterize the network in order to approximate
system throughput quickly. Other research, based on renewal theory, can be found
in [66–69].
Next, using Markov chains and fixed-point methods, a relatively newer source
of TCP modelling has evolved [70–72]. Starting from an arbitrary arrival rate, the
solution to an M/M/1/K queue provides a Markov chain with average delay and
probability of packet loss. Using these parameters in a feedback loop, the Markov
the matter, such as [61]. Other modelling approaches include: fluid, processor sharing, and
control theoretic models.
2. PFTK is an acronym for the last name initials of all four authors in [39].
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chain creates a new arrival rate for the M/M/1/K queue. The model converges by
iterating through arrival rates until some minimum error, between input and output,
is satisfied. Using this same methodology, Fu et al. [73] developed a model to capture
some of the multihoming capabilities featured in SCTP. Later, the same Markov chain
from [73] was updated to include the number of losses from a previous round [74].
Although tracking the number of losses adds more states to the Markov chain, the
model can now account for the number of transmissions in the interim round between
congestion avoidance and fast recovery; results showed improved accuracy for single
source transfers. Other TCP models based on Markov chains can be found in [75,76].
5.2 Modelling CMT
The objective of the model is to approximate the throughput of a reliable transport
layer protocol employing CMT. Strictly speaking, we aim to model the performance of
an SCTP session, transferring a large file from a singlehomed sender to a multihomed
receiver. Our work, however, should be viewed as supplemental work to traditional
transport layer modelling (e.g., a TCP connection with two singlehomed end-points),
since great effort has been taken to exploit the well-known techniques of past research
ventures.
In order to use a technique, we first need to understand the differences between
our system and that to which the technique was previously applied. Fortunately,
CMT is mostly an extension to the traditional transport layer connection; instead of
one network path separating the sender from receiver, there are several. In addition,
each network path has its own set of characteristics (e.g., bandwidth, delay, loss
rate), so CMT handles congestion control on a per destination basis. For example, an
independent CWND is allocated to each destination address. Sadly, the same type of
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demarcation is not so easily applied to flow control as there is only one RBUF. Even
if the RBUF were partitioned for each destination, a reliable transport layer protocol
must maintain packet order before passing data to the application layer. Therefore,
when CMT is employed, no major changes to conventional congestion control are
needed, but flow control requires modification. In Chapter 4, however, we used a
packet scheduler to address flow control issues and quell receive buffer blocking due
to delay-based disparity. Although our packet scheduler could not avoid receive buffer
blocking under loss conditions, we hypothesized that an ideal scheduler could predict
packet loss; receive buffer blocking would then disappear if a redundant packet was
sent simultaneously along an alternative path. For modelling purposes, we can assume
such an ideal scheduler so that packets are always received in-order3.
Finally, unless we specify CWND limits, modelling a shared RBUF is likely to
be unmanageable. For example, a Markov chain would need the size of every destina-
tion’s CWND for each individual state; the state space would then grow exponentially
with every additional destination added to the problem domain. In this work we will
therefore assume each CWND is limited to some maximum value (preferably its cor-
responding BDP), where the sum of CWND limits is always less than or equal to
the RBUF. Restricting CMT to the aforementioned framework will now allow us to
model each network path individually; a remarkably tractable method for modelling
CMT.
3. Assuming end-to-end delay never changes, a packet’s arrival time would be determin-
istic. Moreover, predictable packet loss should eliminate receive buffer blocking through
redundant transmission.
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5.2.1 Model Discrepancies
Before presenting our models, we need to highlight the differences between our im-
plementations and those of past research efforts.
5.2.1.1 Markov Model
First, our model is for a single source only, therefore we do not use any queueing
theory (e.g., M/M/1/k) nor implement a fixed-point method. The reason behind a
single source model lies in our requirements for CMT. Since CMT specifies a shared
RBUF, we assume at any given time the sum of CWNDs must be less than or equal to
the size of the RBUF. Later in Chapter 6, we will show how to optimize performance
by carefully managing the size of each CWND. Unfortunately, the solution to a queue
model with multiple sources cannot offer loss rate or delay information unless every
source (sharing the network path) is identical. Moreover, if we want CMT to manage
CWNDs on a destination basis, we cannot expect every source to have the same
statistical properties (e.g., average CWND); therefore, we must use a single source
model in this endeavour.
Another difference is an increase in state-space. In previous models, the Markov
chain predicts fast recovery (FR) and timeout (TO) events during congestion avoid-
ance rounds that have yet to experience packet loss. In this way, the model will
predict a FR event immediately following a round with losses. While this is not im-
possible, it is unlikely, and if a correlated loss model is used (e.g., one that assumes
if a packet is lost all remaining packets transmitted in the same round are also lost),
this is most certainly untrue. Furthermore, if the model jumps from a round without
losses to a round that has already invoked FR, and thus the CWND is reduced by
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a factor of 2, the accuracy of the model suffers because the number of packets that
would have been transmitted in an interim round will go unnoticed.
5.2.1.2 Renewal Model
For the most part, our renewal model is derived using a method similar to past TCP
implementations, with the exception of TO probability and the exponential back-
off period. Since SCTP requires 4 SACKs to trigger a TO, compared to TCP’s 3
duplicate acknowledgements, the formula for the probability of a TO event needs
to be modified. Previous TCP models, moreover, limit the doubling of RTO to 7
iterations, without specifying a maximum. We, on the other hand, assume RTOmax
is given; so RTO can be doubled any number of times.
5.2.2 Basic Modelling Assumptions
Given a multihomed network topology (see Chapter 3), we assume a set of network
paths connect an SCTP sender/receiver pair, so that the sender may transmit over
any path and all successful packets will arrive at the receiver. Each network path,
moreover, is defined by its bandwidth (i.e., maximum transmission rate), probability
of packet loss, and additional packet delay (made up from other delay sources like
propagation, processing, and queueing effects). What is more, we assume a path to
be independent of all other paths as well as its characteristics to remain constant.
Similar to past research, we also model the behaviour of our system in terms of
discrete rounds. A round starts with the transmission of packets, and ends with the
reception of a SACK. Depending on the state of the system, the length of time between
rounds may take as little as one RTT, one RTO, or up to the maximum allowable
retransmission timeout (i.e., RTOmax). During a round, moreover, packets can be
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lost, where packet losses are characterized by assuming one of two loss models: (1)
independent, or (2) correlated [62]. An independent loss model, for example, assumes
each packet transmitted in a round will have the same probability of being lost,
regardless of when it is transmitted during the round. An independent loss model
can be used when links are lossy (e.g., over a wireless channel). The probability of
losing γ packets when ξ are transmitted under an independent loss model is given by
P (γ, ξ) =
(
ξ
γ
)
pγ(1− p)ξ−γ, (5.1)
where p is the probability of packet loss on the network path.
Alternatively, a correlated loss model assumes a packet is lost with probability
p as long as no other packet has been lost in the same round. Assuming a packet has
already been lost, however, all remaining packet transmissions are lost with proba-
bility 1. This loss model represents a drop-tail queue where packets are lost when
a bottleneck queue reaches capacity, thereby dropping any packets arriving after ca-
pacity has been reached. Under the correlated loss model, the probability of losing γ
packets when ξ are transmitted is calculated by
P (γ, ξ) =


(1− p)ξ, γ = 0
p(1− p)ξ−γ, 0 < γ ≤ ξ
0, otherwise.
(5.2)
Packet RTTs are calculated using the following equation
RTT =


d+ 1b , if b · d ≥ CWND
CWND
b , otherwise,
(5.3)
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where b is the bandwidth of a bottleneck link (in packets/second), and d is a con-
stant delay experienced along the path. By assuming delay to be constant, including
queueing delay from background traffic sources, at least the first case of Eq. (5.3)
should be considered adequate. With that said, queueing delay from the same source
can vary; for example, when the number of transmissions exceeds the BDP, packets
will be backlogged as the path becomes congested. This creates a queueing effect and
increases RTT. If the number of packets in the queue, q, were known ahead of time,
we would have
RTT = d+
q
b
. (5.4)
Even if q is unavailable, we know that acknowledgements should start arriving at
regular intervals when the CWND is greater than the BDP. When this happens, a
packet leaves the path every 1/b seconds. Assuming a packet leaves the moment a
new round begins, another CWND/b iterations will occur before the packet that ends
the round leaves the path.
Finally, we assume the variation in RTT to be RTT/2. Therefore the initial
RTO will always be 3 ·RTT since
RTO = RTT + 4 · Var[RTT]. (5.5)
5.2.3 Markov Model
Our first model uses a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) to model the behaviour of
a network path; the goal of which is to generate a state-transition probability matrix
Q, and solve the steady-state probability distribution pi for the DTMC.
We first define a state to be a round where the CWND is ω packets, ξ packets
will be transmitted, and τ is the current SSTHRSH. At the end of a round, the
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system transitions from state i to i′, or (ξ, γ, τ) to (ξ′, γ′, τ ′), where the transition
probability is defined by element Q(i, i′) and the steady-state probability distribution
is computed as
pi = piQ. (5.6)
Next, and for the sake of convenience, we will classify and group each state
into one of the following descriptive subsets: Congestion Avoidance (CA), Slow-start
(SS), and Exponential Back-off (EB). Finally, we formulate a throughput expression
based on the steady-state probability.
5.2.3.1 Congestion Avoidance
We begin our rendering of CA mode by defining the set of CA states as
C = {(ω, ξ, 1) : 2 ≤ ω ≤ ωmax, 1 ≤ ξ ≤ ω, ω ∈ Z, ξ ∈ Z}, (5.7)
where ξmax is the size of the RBUF in packets
4.
During CA mode, transition probabilities are dependent on ω, ξ, and γ. If
ω = ξ, however, we need only to concern ourselves with ω and γ since it means that
no packets were lost in the previous round; allowing us to ignore FR events. Assuming
that ω = ξ and γ < ω, the system will stay in CA, and after one RTT will transition
from (ω, ξ, 1) to (ω′, ξ′, 1) with probability P (γ, ω), where ω′ = ω and
ξ′ =


ω − γ, if γ ≥ 1
ω + 1, if γ = 0, ω < ωmax
ω, otherwise.
(5.8)
4. State (1,1,1) is reserved for EB.
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Alternatively, if γ = ω, no packets will be acknowledged and a TO event
will send the system into EB mode. In this case, the system will transition to
(1, 1, 2⌊log2 ω/2⌋) with probability P (ω, ω) in one RTO.
If ω > ξ, then packets must have been lost in the previous round. Whether or
not the system stays in CA is now conditional on ω and γ as well as ξ. Given that
ω > ξ, the system will stay in CA mode only if a FR event is triggered. To invoke
a FR event, the sender must receive four out-of-order SACKs in the next round.
Regardless of γ and ω, as long as ξ < 4, a TO is inevitable and the system will
transition into state (1, 1, 2⌊log2 ω/2⌋) with a probability of 1 after one RTO.
Even if ξ ≥ 4, however, there remains two conditions for which a TO event
can still occur. The first is intuitive, if less than 4 packets are acknowledged, so that
ξ − γ < 4, a TO event occurs simply because a FR did not. The second condition,
on the other hand, happens when too many packets are lost in the current round, so
that the number of outstanding packets is greater or equal to the size of the CWND
after FR. Following a FR event, the CWND is divided by 2, so the number of packets
transmitted in the next round will be ω/2− γ. Clearly, if γ ≥ ω/2, then no packets
will be transmitted in the next round and a resulting TO event will occur. Assuming
that ω > ξ and ξ ≥ 4, after the duration of one RTT the system will transition to
(ω/2, ω/2 − γ, 1) with probability P (ξ, γ) as long as ξ − γ > 3 and ω/2 − γ > 0;
otherwise, after one RTO it will transition to (1, 1, 2⌊log2 ω/2⌋) with probability
ξ∑
i=1
P (ξ, i), if i ≥ ξ − 3 or i ≥ ω/2. (5.9)
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5.2.3.2 Slow-start (SS)
A SS state exists when the CWND is less than its SSTHRSH (i.e., ω < τ). During
a SS round, moreover, every CUMACK increases the CWND by one MTU; so if no
packets are lost, the CWND is doubled between SS rounds. The set of SS states for
our Markov model is defined as
S = {(ω, ξ, τ) : ω = ξ = 2i, 1 ≤ i ≤ log2(τ), τ ∈ T , τ > 1, i ∈ Z}, (5.10)
where T is the set of slow-start thresholds, given by
T = {2i : 0 ≤ i ≤ ⌊log2 (ξmax/2)⌋, i ∈ Z}. (5.11)
Assuming that ω < τ and γ = 0, the system will either remain in SS or move
into CA mode, depending on the values of ω and τ . If τ > 2ω, the system will stay
in SS and transition to (2ω, 2ξ, τ); otherwise, the system will start CA mode and
transition into (2ω, 2ξ, 1). In either case, the transition probability will always be
P (0, ω), and the duration of time between transitions will be one RTT.
On the other hand, if γ > 0, the system can either remain in SS until a FR,
or TO and move into EB. In an attempt to reduce state space, when 1 ≤ γ < ω
we move the system into CA by letting τ ′ = 1. Although this simplifies the model,
we believe this should have little if no impact on throughput since a pending FR (in
the following rounds) would move the system into CA anyways. Therefore, assuming
1 ≤ γ < ω, the system will transition to (2ω−γ, 2(ω−γ), 1) with probability P (γ, ω)
after one RTT.
Finally, if γ = ω, the system will TO and move into EB by transitioning to
(1, 1, 2⌊log2 ω/2⌋) with probability P (ω, ω) after one RTO.
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5.2.3.3 Exponential back-off
EB mode starts immediately following a TO event and continues until a packet is
successfully delivered to the receiver. We define the set of EB states by
E = {(0, ξ, τ) : (2 ≤ ξ ≤M, τ = 1) ∪ (ξ = 1, τ ∈ T )}, (5.12)
where M is the maximum number of consecutive TO events, calculated as
M = max
(
1,
⌊
log2
RTOmax
RTO
⌋)
. (5.13)
To understand our definition of E , we actually redefine ξ to mean the number
of consecutive TO events instead of the number of packets that are sent in a round.
Although this is unorthodox, we should mention that the number of packets trans-
mitted during an EB round will always equal the size of the CWND (i.e., ω = 1).
What changes, rather, is the time between consecutive EB rounds. Following ev-
ery TO event, the RTO is doubled until RTO reaches some maximum value (i.e.,
RTOmax). Later on, it will become necessary for us to generate an approximation for
the duration of time between rounds; and since the time between EB rounds doubles
after every consecutive TO event, we will need to know the probability of being in
any particular EB round.
Since we only need to consider the transmission of one packet, the transition
probability out of an EB state will always be P (0, 1), with a round time of one
RTT. In fact, the system will always transition to (2, 2, τ) after a successful packet
delivery5. Furthermore, as long as M > ξ + 1, a failed transmission attempt will
always transition the system into (1, ξ + 1, 1) with probability P (1, 1) after 2ξRTO.
5. In this case we are assuming ξmax > 1.
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But if M = ξ + 1 or M = ξ, another TO event will keep the system in the same EB
state, (1,M, 1), every RTOmax.
5.2.3.4 Throughput
In this model we express throughput as the number of packets received per unit time,
denoted by η. The average throughput of a source will then be
η =
E[ξ]−E[γ]
E[δ]
, (5.14)
where E[ξ] is the expected number of packets transmitted per round, E[γ] is the
expected number of packets lost per round, and E[δ] is the expected duration of time
between rounds.
The expected number of packets transmitted per round is given by
E[ξ] =
∑
i∈{C,S}
pi(i)ξ(i) +
∑
i∈E
pi(i), (5.15)
where pi(i) returns the probability of being in state i and ξ(i) is the number of packets
transmitted in state i.
Using either Eq. (5.1) or (5.2), the expected number of packets lost per round
can be expressed by
E[γ] =
∑
i∈{C,S}
pi(i)
ξ(i)∑
j=1
jP (j, ξ(j)) +
∑
i∈E
pi(i)P (1, 1). (5.16)
Before we provide our expression for E[δ], we first define D to be a matrix
of round times (i.e., the time between state transitions), and A to be the set of all
states (i.e., A = {C,S, E}). Finally, the expected duration of time between rounds is
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calculated by
E[δ] =
∑
i∈A
∑
i′∈A
pi(i)D(i, i′), (5.17)
where D(i, i′) is an element of D representing the time it takes to transition from
state i to i′.
5.2.4 Renewal Model
Our second model uses renewal theory: an assumption that a stochastic process con-
tinually restarts at regular intervals. When we consider the additive increase/multiplicative
decrease (AIMD) algorithm used for congestion control, a continuous sawtooth pat-
tern begins to form. Our goal, therefore, is to represent this pattern as an average
interval in order to formulate a closed-form expression for the throughput of a single
network path.
By letting St and Lt be the number of packets transmitted and lost in the time
interval [0, t] : t > 0, we can express the average throughput of an SCTP session by
η = lim
t→∞
St − Lt
t
, (5.18)
or
η =
E[S]− E[L]
E[T ]
, (5.19)
where E[S], E[L], and E[T ] are the expected packets sent, the expected packets lost,
and the expected time of an interval, respectively.
Similar to the Markov model, the renewal model is also broken into three de-
scriptive modes of transmission: congestion avoidance (CA), exponential back-off
(EB), and slow-start (SS).
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Figure 5.1: A continuous series of congestion avoidance periods.
5.2.4.1 Congestion Avoidance Mode
We begin our discussion of CA mode by focusing our attention on Fig. 5.1; a depiction
of a continuous series of CA periods. Each CA period consists of R transmission
rounds where S packets are sent and L packets lost. Using renewal theory, our goal
is to approximate the throughput of the ith CA period. During CAi, new packets
are sent every RTT, where the number of packets transmitted equals the current
CWND, W . If no packets are lost, W increases until some maximum window is
reached. Following a round of losses, however, W remains unchanged but in the next
round the number of packets transmitted equals W −L. Typically, a CA period ends
with FR and the process begins all over again with a CWND of W/2 packets.
We observe that CAi will always begin with Wi = Wi−1/2, increasing by one
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packet every round thereafter. The number of packets transmitted during CAi can
now be expressed by
SCAi =
Xi−1∑
k=0
(
Wi−1
2
+ k
)
+Bi
=
Xi
2
(Wi−1 +Xi − 1) +Bi, (5.20)
where Bi is the number of packets sent in a round following a loss.
Now if we let Ai be the send count when the first loss occurs and assume a
correlated loss model, we can also write
SCAi = Ai +Wi − 1. (5.21)
By assuming a correlated loss model, packets are (successfully) received according to
a geometric distribution. Therefore, the probability that Ai = k packet transmissions
can easily be calculated by p(1 − p)k−1. So the expected send count after the first
loss will simply be
E[A] =
∞∑
k=1
pk (1− p)k−1 =
1
p
. (5.22)
From (5.21) and (5.22) it follows that
E[SCA] =
1− p
p
+ E[W ]. (5.23)
Since the CWND at the end of CAi can be written as
Wi =
Wi−1
2
+Xi − 1, (5.24)
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when using (5.24) in (5.20), we get
SCAi =
Xi
2
(
Wi−1
2
+Wi
)
+Bi. (5.25)
By assuming {Xi} and {Wi} to be mutually independent sequences with i.i.d.
random variables, equating (5.23) and (5.25) yields
1− p
p
+ E[W ] =
E[X ]
2
(
E[W ]
2
+ E[W ]− 1
)
+Bi. (5.26)
Applying this assumption to (5.24) also gives
E[W ] =
E[W ]
2
+ E[X ]− 1
= 2E[X ] + 1. (5.27)
Furthermore, if we assume Bi to be uniformly distributed between 1 and Wi−1, E[B]
simplifies to E[W ]/2. Likewise, since Li = Wi − Bi, then E[L] will also be E[W ]/2.
So solving (5.26) for E[X], then substituting into (5.27) yields
E[W ] =
√
8(1− p)
3p
+
1
9
−
1
3
. (5.28)
Similarly, we will also have
E[X ] =
√
2(1− p)
3p
+
1
36
+
5
6
. (5.29)
Finally, since the number of transmission rounds in CAi will always be
E[R] = E[X ] + 1, (5.30)
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Figure 5.2: Evolution of the CWND constrained by Wmax.
the expected duration of CAi is just
E[T ] = E[R] · RTT. (5.31)
Before moving on, however, we need to address the possibility of a constrained
RBUF. During connection setup, the receiver advertises a maximum buffer size, which
ultimately determines the sender’s maximum CWND, Wmax; so when W = Wmax,
the send count (per round) stays the same. With respect to Fig. 5.2, we will now
describe how to model this effect. During the first CA period, the CWND grows
linearly from 1 to Wmax for U1 rounds, then remains constant for V1 rounds until a
FR event. Finally, the CWND drops to Wmax2 , the sender recovers, and the process
repeats, only this time starting from Wmax2 , so
Wmax =
Wmax
2
+ Ui − 1. (5.32)
The calculation for the number of packets sent during CAi will now have the form
SCAi =
Ui
2
(
Wmax
2
+Wmax
)
+ ViWmax +Bi. (5.33)
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Substituting (5.32) into (5.33), moreover, gives
E[SCA] =
3
8
W 2max +WmaxE[V ] +
1
4
Wmax. (5.34)
Then using (5.23) and solving for E[V ] yields
E[V ] =
1− p
pWmax
−
3
8
Wmax +
3
4
. (5.35)
From Fig. 5.2, we see that Xi = Ui + Vi, so
E[X ] =
1− p
pWmax
+
Wmax
8
+
3
4
. (5.36)
We now have two throughput expressions for CA mode: (1) when E[W ] < Wmax,
and (2) when E[W ] ≥Wmax
6.
5.2.4.2 Exponential Back-off
Every time a new round begins, the sender starts a timer and waits up to one RTO to
receive an acknowledgement. If this timer expires before receiving an acknowledge-
ment, the sender triggers a TO event. Following a TO, the sender enters exponential
back-off (EB) mode, dropping the CWND to one and doubling RTO. This process is
continued for every subsequent TO until reaching RTOmax, where it remains constant
until a packet is finally acknowledged. Fig. 5.3 illustrates a cycle of consecutive CA
periods followed by one EB mode.
6. The informed reader will notice this is the same result as the PFTK model [39].
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of the transport layer during CA and EB periods.
Translating Fig. 5.3 into a mathematical representation of throughput will yield
η =
E[SCA]− E[LCA]
E[TCA] + PTOE[TEB]
. (5.37)
In (5.37), E[SCA], E[LCA], and E[TCA] are the expected number of packets trans-
mitted, the expected number of packets lost and the length of time during CA mode,
respectively; E[TEB] is the duration of an EB period; and PTO is the probability of
a TO event.
There are now two possible outcomes at the end of a CA period: FR or TO.
To invoke a FR event, the sender must receive at least four acknowledgements no
more than two rounds after the first loss round; otherwise a TO will occur. Given the
certainty of at least one loss, we can express the probability that the first j packets
are acknowledged after W were sent as
P (j,W ) =
p(1− p)j
1− (1− p)W
. (5.38)
If we now apply (5.38) to all scenarios that would end a CA period, we can calculate
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the probability of a TO event by
PTO =
3∑
j=0
P (j,W ) +
W−1∑
j=4
P (j,W )
3∑
k=0
p(1− p)k
=
1− (1− p)8 − (1− (1− p)4)(1− p)W
1− (1− p)W
. (5.39)
We will now calculate the average duration of an EB period. Recalling that
RTO is doubled for each unsuccessful retransmission until some maximum RTO is
reached, the duration of j consecutive TO events is expressed by
TTOj =


(2j−1)RTO, j ≤M
(j −M)RTOmax, j > M,
(5.40)
where M is solved using Eq. (5.13). In this case, however, we are constrained by
RTOmax ≥ 2RTO. The expected duration of an EB period would then be
E[TEB] =
∞∑
j=1
TTOj (1− p)p
j−1
=
(1− p)(1− 2MpM )
1− 2p
RTO+
pM
1− p
RTOmax. (5.41)
5.2.4.3 Slow-start
Following EB, the sender will increase its CWND according to slow-start (SS) mode,
i.e., the number of packets transmitted per round will double every RTT. With ref-
erence to Fig. 5.4, the number of packets transmitted in SS period i is calculated
by
SSSi = 1 + 2 + 2
2 + · · ·+ 2Hi−1 =
Hi∑
k=1
2k−1 = 2Hi − 1, (5.42)
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Figure 5.4: Packets sent during slow-start.
where Hi is the number of SS rounds before CA resumes. Hi is easily solved by
rearranging (5.42) so that
Hi = log2
(
SSSi + 1
)
. (5.43)
Assuming the last term in (5.42) should be Wi/2, we can write
Wi = 2
Hi . (5.44)
Then substituting (5.44) into (5.42) gives
Sssi =Wi − 1, (5.45)
and (5.45) into (5.43) yields
Hi = log2Wi. (5.46)
Since there must be at least one SS round, (5.46) is rewritten as
Hi = max(1, log2Wi). (5.47)
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application
continuous file transfer 60 minutes
layer
packet size 1500 bytes
SBUF ∞
SCTP RBUF 32 - 192 KB
end-points RTOmax 60 seconds
RTO parameters α = 0.125, β = 0.25
network paths
bandwidth 10 - 30 Mbps
propagation delay 10 - 100 ms
prob. packet loss 10−4 - 10−1
Table 5.1: Model Comparison: simulation parameters.
From (5.45) we can write the expected number of packets transmitted during slow-
start as
E[SSS] = E[W ]− 1. (5.48)
Finally, the expected duration of SS mode will be
E[T SS] = max(1, log2E[W ]) ·RTT. (5.49)
Combining each of SCTP’s transmission modes, the final throughput equation
using renewal theory will be
η =
E[SCA]− E[LCA] + PTOE[SSS]
E[TCA] + PTO(E[TEB] + E[T SS])
. (5.50)
5.3 Model Comparison
We will now compare the accuracy of either model with simulated results7. Previously,
we established a framework allowing each network path to be modelled independently,
7. Simulated results were generated using ns-2.
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therefore we only need to use the singlehomed network topology when evaluating
accuracy. Later in Chapter 6, we will see how our models can be used for CMT,
when we apply them to the problem of congestion window management.
5.3.1 Simulation and Model Parameters
We varied the following four parameters in order to generate a range of scenarios:
probability of loss event (p), bandwidth (b), delay (d), and receive buffer size (r).
With that said, simulation parameters were focused around p = 0.1 %, b = 21 Mbps,
d = 40 ms, and r = 128 KB. We chose these parameters for the following reasons:
(1) Measurement studies have produced a wide range of statistics, but little consensus
on average loss rates [77–79]. In our work, we assume lower loss rates for ideal
conditions.
(2) Even though 4G LTE is currently being rolled out, the best available service for
most of North America is still only evolved high speed packet access (HSPA+).
Under ideal conditions, HSPA+ can offer speeds as high as 21 Mbps.
(3) We compared packet RTTs from the University of Western Ontario to a number
of other institutions (e.g., the University of Toronto, Princeton University, the
University of California, Berkeley). While RTTs varied anywhere between 10
and 100 ms, we decided on a delay of 40 ms because this was the average among
institutions within our timezone.
(4) A minimum RBUF of 128 KB for an SCTP session employing CMT was recom-
mended in [34].
Unless otherwise specified, Table 5.1 lists all other simulation parameters.
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Plot Model
Accuracy (%) Accuracy (Mbps)
max min mean max min mean
Fig. 5.5
renewal 12.7 0.063 2.35 2.30 ∼0 0.32
Markov 1.24 0.098 0.69 0.21 0.003 0.05
Fig. 5.6
renewal 12.0 0.16 3.9 1.08 0.009 0.37
Markov 1.23 0.69 0.89 0.094 0.054 0.083
Fig. 5.7
renewal 14.7 0.49 3.37 2.56 0.067 0.37
Markov 1.11 0.01 0.45 0.23 0.008 0.047
Fig. 5.8
renewal 6.78 0.73 3.67 0.64 0.075 0.35
Markov 4.05 0.26 1.09 0.22 0.027 0.092
Table 5.2: Model Comparison: statistical accuracy with simulated results.
5.3.2 Results and Discussion
The results of our comparison are shown in Figs. 5.5 - 5.8. While in all scenarios
the Markov model proved most accurate, renewal theory did a reasonable job despite
some areas of deviation. For example, in Fig. 5.7 the renewal model overestimated
throughput by a margin of at most 14.7% (or 2.6 Mbps), but percent difference never
exceeded 1.11% (or 0.23 Mbps) when using the Markov model. See Table 5.2 for a
complete list of statistical results for each test.
Since the Markov model takes all considerations into account, its pinpoint accu-
racy should come as no surprise. Therefore, if model parameters were to be sampled
in real-time, the Markov model should guarantee a good estimate on throughput
potential. Unfortunately, since the Markov model needs to solve a system of linear
equations, it suffers from scalability issues. For instance, Fig. 5.8 shows us the limi-
tations of the Markov model; when the RBUF is 176 KB, the state-space becomes so
large that we can no longer solve for the steady-state probability distribution8.
Even with more memory, however, the Markov model will still face longer pro-
8. The Markov model was implemented using MATLAB R2009b 32-bit on a Linux desk-
top computer with 3 GB of RAM.
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Figure 5.5: Model comparison: b = 21 Mbps, d = 40 ms, RBUF = 128 KB.
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Figure 5.6: Model comparison: p = 10−3, d = 40 ms, RBUF = 128 KB.
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cessing delays as the number of states increase. To put this into context, pi = piQ is
typically solved using Gaussian Elimination (GE), where multiplication and subtrac-
tion operations are considered units of computation. Assuming there are n equations,
the total number of operations on the left side of the system of equations require
1
3(n
3 − n), while the right side needs n2 [80]; giving GE a computational complexity
of O(n3). In the Markov model, n represents the total number of valid states, i.e.,
all CA, SS, and EB states. Since the number of CA and SS states are dependant on
ωmax, n increases with ωmax
9. In addition, the number of EB states is controlled by
the difference in RTO and RTOmax, so n also increases with abs(RTO − RTOmax).
Therefore, if memory and processing power are in short supply, the Markov model
may prove too costly to employ in real-time.
Alternatively, the renewal model has minimal computational requirements, mak-
ing it advantageous when processing power and memory are limited. Still, the renewal
model is less accurate; making results questionable. On the contrary, we believe a
more favourable result is possible if L (i.e., the number of packets lost at the end of
a CA period), had better characterization. Currently, L is assumed to be uniformly
distributed between 1 and W , so E[L] =W/2; when in fact, the expected number of
losses should be expressed by
E[L] =
W∑
i=1
ip(1− p)i−1 =
1− (1 + pW )(1− p)W
p
. (5.51)
Unfortunately, the exponent in Eq. (5.51) complicates the relatively straight-
forward solution of W (see Eq. (5.26) - (5.28)). If (5.51) were used instead of
E[L] = W/2, numerical methods might be the only way to solve for W ; possibly
increasing processor demand or memory requirements.
9. In these experiments ωmax is a function of the packet size and the RBUF.
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter we developed a framework to model CMT. Two modelling techniques
were evaluated; one based on a Markov chain, and the other using renewal theory.
Although either model makes a number of assumptions regarding the mechanics of
CMT, approximations were shown to be consistent with simulated results. Unfor-
tunately, the Markov model has scalability issues; increasing its state-space with
more destination addresses will undoubtedly degrade computational feasibility. On
the other hand, even though renewal theory is cost effective, approximations are not
always accurate.
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Chapter 6
CMT: Congestion Window Management
As we saw in Chapter 4, the size of one destination’s CWND can affect another’s
utilization – leading to a decrease in overall throughput. Since our new scheduling
algorithm will always send to the destination with the lowest RTT and open CWND
first, a single destination can end up monopolizing session resources. In this chapter
we introduce a new component for CMT called congestion window management. The
new manager has two primary responsibilities: (1) limit a destination’s CWND to
the bandwidth potential of its corresponding network path, and (2) configure the size
of each CWND to maximize aggregated throughput.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 surveys previ-
ous works related to the concept of congestion window management; Section 6.2
shows how to limit a destination’s CWND; Section 6.3 offers two different schemes
for congestion window optimization; Section 6.4 presents performance results; and
Section 6.5 summarizes the chapter.
6.1 Related Work
Although we are introducing congestion window management as a new concept, we
should still review any work that is related to its core functionalities. Therefore, this
section is broken into two parts: while the first addresses past congestion window
update polices, the second looks at optimizing buffer sizes.
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6.1.1 Alternative Congestion Window Update Policies
An extensive survey presenting twenty years worth of TCP implementations can be
found in [81]. The survey, moreover, explores a number of alternative congestion win-
dow update policies aimed at specific network problems, not uncommon to SCTP,
nor CMT. Unfortunately, very few techniques from [81] suggest a solution to our par-
ticular CMT problem; i.e., how to prevent one destination address from monopolizing
a shared RBUF?
For the most part, techniques for updating the CWND try to send as much
information, as fast as possible, while still minimizing loss at the bottleneck link. For
example, works from [82–84] approach the optimal CWND1 in a related manner, i.e.,
by rapidly increasing the CWND (similar to slow-start) until noticing a loss, then
applying some algorithm so that new growth approximates a horizontal asymptote.
Unlike other research from this area, the work in [85] points out an interest-
ing relationship between achievable rate and the size of the CWND. For instance,
if the network is not congested, throughput will continue to rise, but flattens when
congestion sets in. Taking advantage of this notion, the authors developed a scheme
called persistent noncongestion detection (PNCD) to probe for additional bandwidth.
PNCD calculates a congestion boundary, i.e., an estimate on network limitation,
to benchmark throughput potential. PNCD will then either increase or decrease
a counter, depending on whether sampled throughput is above or below this conges-
tion boundary. Finally, every time the counter equals the CWND, PNCD assumes
more bandwidth is available and increases the size of the current CWND.
1. In this case, the optimal CWND is a maximum value that does not overflow the
bottleneck.
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6.1.2 Buffer Size Optimization
Up until now, all work related to buffer optimization has focused on auto-tuning the
RBUF at the transport layer. When the end-to-end path has a high BDP, a large
volume of data should always be in transit. Unfortunately, if the RBUF is smaller than
the BDP, a reliable transport protocol like TCP or SCTP will never achieve maximum
throughput. Therefore, when high speed applications like GridFTP [86] need to move
large amounts of data through a network at gigabit speeds, default TCP settings
are unacceptable. As a resort, the research community has developed a number of
techniques to auto-size socket buffers when a high speed network is available [87–90].
Nevertheless, the most straightforward auto-tuning technique simply measures delay
and available bandwidth, then sets the RBUF to the corresponding BDP.
We should mention, however, in our work we assume the RBUF to be fixed
because we want to consider devices like smartphones that are limited in computing
resources. Furthermore, we do not consider gigabit speeds since 4G communications
are not expected to exceed 100 Mbps [91].
6.2 Congestion Avoidance for CMT
In this section we present a method to limit the size of a CWND, but first we motivate
the work by showing how unbounded CWNDs are wasteful and only increase RTTs.
6.2.1 Motivation for Better Congestion Control
Even though packet scheduling can mitigate receive buffer blocking, it can also create
new inefficiencies. For example, ODS (see Chapter 4) looks to send to the destina-
tion with the lowest RTT upon every transmission opportunity, and only when the
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destination with the lowest RTT exhausts its CWND availability will packets be sent
to an alternate destination. Unfortunately, increasing a destination’s CWND using
SCTP’s standard congestion window update policy (which will now be referred to as
policy1), can inadvertently create race conditions for the RWND. When a destina-
tion address consistently offers the lowest RTT, the rate of transmission grows with
CWND; gradually monopolizing the RWND along the way. Although this approach
might seem optimal, as the entire RWND is always utilized, aggregated throughput
can no longer be achieved. In fact, even a singlehomed association employing policy1
can create unnecessary congestion and longer RTTs without increasing throughput.
During congestion avoidance (i.e., CWND ≥ SSTHRSH), the CWND is in-
creased by one MTU (approximately) every RTT. At some point, however, increasing
the CWND any further will only degrade network efficiency. Assume the speed of a
network path is limited by only the transmission rate of its bottleneck link, so that
propagation delay can be ignored. Furthermore, surmise it to say the return path is
infinitely faster than the forward path so that acknowledgements experience no delay
at all. Then, only one packet needs to be in flight, or in other words, the CWND only
needs to be one packet long to achieve maximum throughput (i.e., the speed of the
bottleneck link). On the other hand, if the propagation delay is significant (e.g., the
bottleneck link can transmit the entire packet before any bits arrive at the receiver),
the CWND needs to be increased before maximum throughput is realized.
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Figure 6.1: Throughput for a singlehomed connection using SCTP’s standard
congestion window update policy.
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Figure 6.2: Average round trip times for a singlehomed connection using SCTP’s
standard congestion window update policy.
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Fig. 6.1 shows how throughput is affected when packets (of size 1500 bytes)
are continuously transmitted over a link with a bandwidth of 25 Mbps, while varying
propagation delay and the size of the RBUF. Notice how throughput stops increasing
once the RBUF reaches some threshold. Fig. 6.2, moreover, shows how RTTs continue
to increase when the RBUF is pushed past this limit. What this means is that more
and more packets are queueing at the bottleneck link, but the rate at which they are
processed remains unchanged. When the queue finally reaches capacity, packets are
dropped; even in the absence of background traffic.
6.2.2 Limiting Congestion Windows using Bandwidth
Delay Products
To address the issues presented in Sections 4.3.5 and 6.2.1, we modified SCTP’s
current CWND update policy in three ways. First, we added a rule to limit each
destination’s CWND to the size of its corresponding BDP, so that no destination can
use more resources than it requires. Next, to maintain flow control in a multihomed
environment, we created a rule to limit the sum of all CWNDs to the size of the shared
RBUF. Finally, a local optimization technique was applied to allow those destinations
with higher bandwidth potential to grow their CWNDs before others (e.g., those with
lower bandwidth potential). From now on we will refer to this new CWND update
policy as policy2.
Before using this method, however, one question needs to be answered: how
often should bandwidth be measured? Due to background traffic, packet delays will
fluctuate, changing bandwidth estimates on a per packet basis. In [90], the authors
argue that bandwidth should be measured every two RTTs. For consistency, we will
use the same method in this work as well.
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Figure 6.3: Delay-based disparity revisited: utilization.
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Figure 6.4: Delay-based disparity revisited: throughput.
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Another problem can occur when there is a sudden shift in delay or bandwidth.
Such a shift is usually caused by an increase or decrease to background traffic. Pre-
sumably, the CWND should be lowered when BDP goes down and vice versa when it
goes up. Unfortunately, a large drop to BDP could stall transmission for an extended
period of time while the number of outstanding packets reduce to the size of the
new CWND. During this period, moreover, the current bandwidth estimate should
be voided because packets need to be transmitted in order to justify a measurement.
Therefore, when the CWND is greater than BDP, we only reduce the CWND every
RTT so that packet transmissions are uninterrupted and bandwidth estimates are
more reliable. The pseudo code for our new congestion window update policy (i.e,
policy2) can be found in Appendix B.
6.2.3 Return to Delay-based Disparity and the Utilization
Problem
We will now return to some of our results from Chapter 4 to see the effect of policy2
on CMT. First, we revisit Section 4.3.5 in Fig. 6.3. Here, we can see a significant
improvement to path utilization. On the other hand, when we compare throughput in
Fig. 6.4, we only see improved results on path 2, but aggregated throughput (i.e., the
sum of both paths) has grown. Although policy1 still allows one path to flourish, by
ignoring CWND limits it can also prevent other paths from capitalizing on additional
performance gains. To the contrary, policy2 realizes these additional performance
gains by using resources more efficiently.
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Figure 6.5: Delay-based disparity revisited: throughput results when RBUF is 64
KB.
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Figure 6.6: Delay-based disparity revisited: throughput results when RBUF is 128
KB.
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Figure 6.7: Delay-based disparity revisited: throughput results when RBUF is 192
KB.
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Figure 6.8: Delay-based disparity revisited: throughput results when RBUF is 256
KB.
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Next, we will compare policy2 with the results from Section 4.3.2 in Figs 6.5 -
6.8. Notice when policy2 is employed ODS has a much stronger advantage over the
other two scheduling approaches2.
In the areas where policy2 does not have an advantage (e.g., when delay is
less than 50 ms in Fig. 6.8), the difference is only marginal. The main reason why
policy2 is not always advantageous is actually because it limits CWNDs while policy1
does not. For example, following the loss of a packet that was sent to a particular
destination, both policies would cut that particular destination’s CWND in half.
Since policy2 limits CWNDs, after every loss a certain amount of time is required
for a destination’s CWND to grow back to its maximum operating point. Moreover,
during this growth period throughput is always less than optimal. Conversely, policy1
does not limit CWNDs, allowing them to grow so high that cutting a CWND in half
has little impact on throughput.
6.3 Congestion Window Optimization for CMT
In this section, we present two ways of optimizing CMT; while one method is greedy,
taking only instantaneous throughput into account, the other uses average throughput
to place limits on the CWND of each destination address.
6.3.1 Dynamic Optimization
Our first method tries to maximize throughput in a greedy fashion by adjusting
CWNDs based on potential throughput; from here on out we will refer to this method
2. Since policy2 showed no improvement when paired with the other two schedulers, we
chose not to include their results, simply for presentation purposes.
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as dynamic congestion window management. In fact, we have already used dynamic
congestion window management in policy2.
Dynamic congestion window management seeks to improve instantaneous through-
put by simultaneously lowering one CWND while raising another when the sum of
CWNDs is equal to the size of the RBUF. For example, if the sum of CWNDs is equal
to the size of the RBUF, but the destination with the highest available bandwidth can
improve throughput by increasing its CWND; intuitively, another destination address
will first have to lower its CWND before another can be raised. This is accomplished
by ranking each destination. A destination with a higher rank can reduce the CWND
of a destination with a lower rank. Moreover, destination rank is decided by available
bandwidth, with delay breaking a tie. For example, if two destination addresses have
the same bandwidth, they are differentiated by their delays. This method is partic-
ularly useful when the RBUF is small and all destinations have a low probability of
packet loss.
6.3.2 Static Optimization
What if a higher ranked destination also had a higher loss rate, so its CWND grew
rapidly but was also cut back on a more frequent basis? In that case, lowering one
CWND to raise another would still improve instantaneous throughput, but over the
long run, average throughput could be suffering. To address this issue, we suggest a
more static approach to congestion window management where a limit is placed on the
CWND of a destination address. In this way ranks are eliminated, and an optimiza-
tion technique is used to find the CWND limit of each destination address that will
maximize throughput. In this subsection, we present an integer linear program (ILP)
that calls either of the models from Chapter 5 to search for the best configuration of
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CWND limits; we call this approach static congestion window management.
Additionally, even though all CWNDs will have a limit, they are not always
bound to this limit. For example, a destination can grow its CWND above its limit
if the following two conditions are true: (1) the sum of the CWNDs is less than the
RBUF, and (2) the CWND is less than its BDP. Limits are still the rule, however,
so if another destination tries to increase its CWND and finds the sum of CWNDs
equal to the RBUF, a CWND operating above its limit will be reduced.
An ILP will now be formulated to maximize the throughput of CMT. First, we
let the function η(bi, di, pi, t
max
i , c
max
i ) return the expected throughput
3 of a single
path transfer; provided that i ∈ N = {1, . . . , n} and bi, di, pi, t
max
i , and c
max
i are
respectively the bandwidth, delay, loss rate, RTOmax, and CWND limit of destination
i. Assuming, furthermore, the size of the RBUF is given by r, our ILP for static
congestion window management is expressed in just five equations:
maximize
n∑
i
η(bi, di, pi, c
max
i , t
max
i ) (6.1)
s.t.
n∑
i
cmaxi ≤ r, (6.2)
1 ≤ cmaxi ≤ ⌈bi · di + 1⌉, (6.3)
cmaxi ∈ Z, (6.4)
∀i ∈ N. (6.5)
6.3.3 Heuristic
Using brute force, our ILP can only be solved in exponential time. For example,
assuming ⌈bi · di + 1⌉ ≥ r, ∀i ∈ N , then solving the static congestion window man-
3. Approximated using either the Markov or renewal model (see 5.2.3 and 5.2.4).
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agement problem will have a computational complexity of O(rn). Alternatively, the
problem could be solved in polynomial time if we assumed n to be constant (e.g.,
n = 2 for a smartphone with 802.11 and GSM/UMTS interfaces). Even still, if r is
large enough, a real-time system could find an exhaustive search intolerable.
In a real-time system, deadlines are critical; so process runtimes are always
deterministic. If it so happens that the runtime to solve our ILP is intolerable (i.e.,
the real-time system cannot wait for a solution), finding an optimal solution may
not be possible. As a compromise, however, a heuristic can usually find one or two
satisfactory solutions – albeit suboptimal – in a reasonable amount of time. Next,
we will describe a simple heuristic to solve the static congestion window management
problem when finding an optimal solution proves too costly.
Our heuristic simply reduces the number of searches needed to find a solution
by using a subset of values available for cmaxi . For example, if n = 2, r = 100 packets,
b1 = b2 = 1000 p/s, and d1 = d2 = 100 ms, both c
max
1 and c
max
2 could take on any
value in the set C = {x : x ∈ Z : 1 ≤ x ≤ r}. An exhaustive search, therefore, would
need a total of 10000 iterations to generate an optimal solution. Alternatively, if we
used the set {2x : x ∈ C, x ≤
|C|
2 }, the total number of iterations drops to 2500.
Moreover, if we used the set {10x : x ∈ C, x ≤
|C|
10 }, just 100 iterations are needed.
A general formula for our heuristic (i.e., a subset of CWND limits for destination i),
is given by
{kx : 1 ≤ x ≤
⌊a
k
⌋
, a = min(r, ⌈bi · di + 1⌉), k ≤ a}. (6.6)
6.4 Performance Results
Using the network topology from Fig. 4.2, we will now study the impact of static
and dynamic congestion window management on the performance of CMT. For easy
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comparison, we simply calculated the percent gain, in terms of throughput, when
using the static approach instead of the dynamic one. For brevity, moreover, we only
implemented static congestion window management using the Markov model4.
6.4.1 Simulation Parameters
In all tests the probability of packet loss to destination 1 (i.e., p1) was varied between
10−4 and 10−1, with the following four parameters remaining constant: 1) b1 = 21
Mbps, 2) d1 = 40 ms, 3) t
max
1 = t
max
2 = 60 seconds, and 4) packet size = 1500
bytes. Furthermore, to create a variety of scenarios, in each test we changed one of
the following: r, p2, b2, and d2. Unless otherwise specified, Table 6.1 lists all other
simulation parameters5.
6.4.2 Results and Discussion
The results of our findings are shown in Figs. 6.9 - 6.12. In most cases the static
approach improved performance, even as high as 12%. Unfortunately, there were
some instances where no improvement could be made, and some cases where dynamic
congestion window management yielded even better results.
In the case of Fig. 6.9, the RBUF is 128 KB and destination 1 will use up to 108
KB; leaving just 20 KB available for destination 2. When b2 is low, destination 2 does
not need a very high CWND to maximize throughput (e.g., at 5 Mbps, cmax2 = 26 KB),
so the static method has little impact. But when b2 is larger, destination 2 will need
a higher CWND, and thus more of the RBUF to leverage performance. Furthermore,
4. Since the Markov model can support both independent and correlated loss models,
we now assume all losses to be independent and p to be the probability of packet loss.
5. Parameter choices followed the same reasoning found in Section 5.3.
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application
continuous file transfer 60 minutes
layer
packet size 1500 bytes
SBUF ∞
SCTP RBUF 64, 96, 128, 192, 256 KB
end-points RTOmax 60 seconds
RTO parameters α = 0.125, β = 0.25
network path 1
bandwidth 21 Mbps
propagation delay 40 ms
prob. packet loss 10−4 - 10−1
network path 2
bandwidth 5, 10, 15, 20 Mbps
propagation delay 30, 40, 50, 60 ms
prob. packet loss 0,10−4,10−3,10−2,10−1
Table 6.1: Static vs. Dynamic CWND Management: simulation parameters.
the static approach is always more effective when p1 ∈ [10
−3, 10−2] because it makes
sense to increase the CWND of a stable (yet lower ranked) destination when a higher
rank becomes volatile.
A similar explanation can be made for Fig. 6.10. Again, destination 1 is ranked
highest (i.e., b1 > b2); so when the RBUF is lower than c
max
1 and p1 is minimal,
destination 2 will send very little. In any event, both destinations have compara-
ble bandwidth, so the difference in choosing one over the other is marginal. As p1
increases, however, the dynamic scheme will let destination 2 grow its CWND, but
only temporarily. Every time destination 1 lowers its CWND (e.g., due to packet loss)
destination 2’s CWND can grow again, but it is for this reason that the static method
is better; raising its CWND only to lower it again at the behest of another – more
unstable destination – is an inefficient use of resources. Of course, static congestion
window management becomes less significant once the RBUF becomes large enough
to support both destinations’ bandwidth potentials, regardless of loss rate.
In Fig. 6.11, improvement goes to zero as loss rate increases on path 2. The
main reason, however, does not change; as loss rate increases, average CWND reduces
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Figure 6.9: Static vs. Dynamic: d2 = 40 ms, p2 = 10
−4, r = 128 KB.
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Figure 6.11: Static vs. Dynamic: b2 = 20 Mbps, d2 = 40 ms, r = 128 KB.
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Figure 6.12: Static vs. Dynamic: b2 = 20 Mbps, p2 = 10
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and less of the RBUF is needed by a destination. Therefore, when the RBUF is large
enough, or even underutilized, static management can do no better.
Contrary to what we have seen so far, Fig. 6.12 shows us that static manage-
ment is not always the better choice. For the majority of the plot, however, static
management is dominant; boosting performance as much as 8%. But when the delay
on path 2 is considerably large (compared to path 1), there are areas where dynamic
management is more desirable (e.g., p1 < 10
−3). Clearly, path 1 is most volatile when
p1 ∈ [10
−3, 10−2], and in Figs. 6.9 - 6.11, static management was able to capitalize.
So why then, is this not the case when there is a disparity in path delays?
To understand this phenomenon, we first have to realize that static management
does not offer an optimal solution for the dynamic method because the ILP assumes
that CWND limits will prevent CWND growth beyond a certain point. Even after
we apply static management, however, we still allow some CWNDs to go beyond
their limits every so often. Moreover, destinations with lower RTTs will benefit the
most when they push their CWNDs above the limit because of faster growth rates;
growing a CWND faster means more bandwidth is consumed in a shorter period of
time. Unfortunately, this growth is only temporary and the ILP does not account for
any short term gains.
We will now explain how RTTs can affect short term gains through using a
simple example. Given the network in Fig. 3.2, we assume n = 2, RBUF = 48 KB,
packets = 1000 KB, and d1 = 50 ms. Furthermore, we assume destination 1 to have
the highest bandwidth potential so that it is favoured over destination 2 when the
sum of CWNDs is equal to the RBUF. Assuming the CWNDs of destination 1 and
2 are initially 32 and 16 KB, respectively; then at time 100 ms destination 1 invokes
a fast recovery and drops its CWND by half. Fig. 6.13 now illustrates what will
happen to destination 2 given a RTT of 50 or 100 ms. Clearly, when RTT is 50
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Figure 6.13: Short term gains during dynamic CWND management.
ms, destination 2 can utilize more resources during the time it takes destination 1
to recover. Using numerical integration and calculating the average sum of CWNDs
over the interval gives us 20.9 KB when RTT is 50 ms, but only 18.9 KB when RTT
is 100 ms. Unfortunately, since we do not have a model that encompasses these short
term gains, the static method cannot always guarantee improved results.
6.4.3 Heuristic Results
Before leaving this section we offer some results using our simple heuristic. In this
experiment, we varied b1, but kept the following parameters constant: r = 128 KB,
b2 = 10 Mbps, d1 = 25 ms, d2 = 50 ms, t
max
1 = t
max
2 = 60 seconds, and packet size
= 1500 bytes. Moreover, we looked at how the heuristic faired with increasing values
of k. Figs. 6.14 and 6.15 display the results of this test.
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Not surprisingly, the size of k makes little difference in terms of throughput when
b1 is small. This is because the scope of the problem (or the search space) is already
quite low, and lowering it any any further will have marginal impact. Nevertheless,
increasing bandwidth will increase BDP which creates more CWND limits to choose
from. Therefore, using a smaller value of k ensures a more refined choice during static
congestion window management, and leads to higher throughput values as is shown
in Fig. 6.14.
Unfortunately, a smaller k also means more iterations which takes more time
to find an optimal solution. Finally, Fig. 6.15 shows how lowering the value of k can
save a considerable amount of time to solve the static congestion window management
problem.
6.5 Summary
A new concept called congestion window management was presented in the chapter.
When CMT is employed, the size of one destination’s CWND can affect the utilization
of another. Moreover, unless CWNDs are carefully managed, performance can suffer.
Our approach divides congestion window management into two subproblems: (1)
prevent a CWND from monopolizing session resources; (2) configure the size of each
CWND in order to maximize throughput. For problem (1), a new CWND update
policy was developed. The new update policy sets a limit on a destination’s CWND by
monitoring bandwidth and delay so that CWND ≤ BDP. Problem (2), however, was
solved in two different ways: the first used a greedy optimizer that dynamically adjusts
the size of CWNDs based on instantaneous throughput, and the second applied the
mathematical models from Chapter 5 to generate a set of CWND limits that would
maximize average throughput.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we explored a number of topics surrounding concurrent multipath
transfer (CMT) and multihomed devices. Our goal was to further the research of
these areas in hopes that someday CMT would become a standard part of smartphone
technology. Even though that day is still to come, we feel that our contributions to
CMT will have a positive impact on any future research in the area of transport layer
multihoming. We will now summarize the work presented in the thesis and give our
recommendation for extending the research.
7.1 Thesis Summary
In Chapter 2, we reviewed SCTP and investigated state-of-the-art multihoming tech-
niques. SCTP is a successor to TCP. Unlike TCP, however, SCTP allows an Inter-
net application to exploit additional network resources found in multihomed devices,
such as smartphones. A thorough review of SCTP along with the techniques used for
transport layer multihoming gave way to three main areas of study: i.e., handover
management, concurrent multipath transfer, and cross-layer activities. Even though
a number of strategies have been applied to these areas, many open problems still
remain.
In Chapter 3, we developed a transport layer architecture and a network topol-
ogy to study CMT in a multihomed system. The new transport layer architecture
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adds a scheduler and a destination manager to the sender’s design. Furthermore, the
network topology offers a general framework for multihomed systems; such that any
number of paths may exist between sender and receiver, where each path is defined
by a set of independent performance characteristics (e.g., bandwidth, delay, and loss
rate).
In Chapter 4, we investigated the receive buffer blocking problem associated
with CMT. Receive buffer blocking is caused by out-of-order arrivals at the receiver.
Our approach to the problem was intelligent packet scheduling; specifically, we devel-
oped an algorithm called the on-demand scheduler (ODS) for CMT under delay-based
disparity. Unlike its predecessors, ODS waits for a transmission opportunity before
assigning packets to a destination address. When congestion and flow control allow
transmission, ODS searches the SBUF in a recursive manner, looking for a packet
that cannot be delivered to another destination sooner. For the most part, ODS
outperformed the previous scheduling algorithms under delay and bandwidth-based
disparity. Unfortunately, ODS could not over come loss-based disparity. Unless losses
are predictable, it seems any scheduler for CMT will always succumb to receive buffer
blocking when packets are lost and need to be retransmitted.
Assuming an ideal scheduler (i.e., one that can predict losses), a framework for
modelling CMT was developed in Chapter 5. Two separate models were created; one
based on a Markov chain, and the other using renewal theory. The Markov model
had the highest accuracy but does not scale well; state-space increases dramatically
when more destination addresses are added to the problem domain. To the contrary
renewal theory was not as accurate but more cost effective. If a real-time application
needed to approximate the throughput of CMT, renewal theory would most likely be
the only candidate as it can generate results with minimal computing effort.
Finally, Chapter 6 introduced a new concept for CMT called congestion window
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management. Since SCTP’s standard congestion window update policy can restrict
the performance capabilities of ODS, a new update policy was created to limit the
size of CWNDs; specifically to the BDP of corresponding network paths. When com-
pared to SCTP’s standard congestion window update policy, our new policy increases
destination utilization and improves aggregated throughput.
Also addressed in Chapter 6 was congestion window optimization for CMT.
Even if each CWND is limited to the BDP of its corresponding path, the sum of all
CWNDs must be less than the size of the RBUF; therefore one destination address can
still prevent another from growing its CWND. Depending on bandwidth, moreover,
the size of one CWND can have a dramatic effect on throughput. To address this
issue we developed two strategies: the first used a greedy optimizer that dynamically
adjusts the size of CWNDs based on instantaneous throughput, while the second
used the mathematical models from Chapter 5 in an ILP to generate a set of CWND
limits that maximize average throughput. Typically, the second strategy was better,
or at least as good as the first. But the second strategy does not consider short term
gains that can occur after loss events; so in some cases the greedy strategy was the
better choice, even without global optimization. Furthermore, the static approach
needs to search through a set of CWND limits, for each destination address, in order
to determine optimality. Unfortunately, the search will not always meet real-time
constraints. Therefore, we also developed a heuristic to a find feasible solution for
the congestion window management problem, but in a more reasonable frame.
7.2 Future Work
Although ODS can improve the performance of CMT, before every transmission, a
recursive algorithm searches the SBUF to find the next packet that will minimize
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reordering. Depending on the number of destination addresses as well as the size of
the SBUF, the processing delay created by ODS may become apparent. Since the
majority of modern desktop and laptop computers possess a surplus of processing and
memory resources, we felt it reasonable to assume processing delays to be negligible
when a file is being downloaded. With that said, mobile devices, like smartphones,
are less abundant when it comes to computing power. A smartphone, moreover,
needs to be as efficient as possible, especially since its only power source is a battery.
If the process were reversed, and the mobile was to upload a file to a receiver with
multiple destination addresses, ODS could be overly taxing. Future work, therefore,
should focus on the processing requirements and scalability of ODS under a variety
of specific computing architectures.
To scale back computational costs, we could approximate the number of packets
delivered to one destination within the time it takes to send a single packet to another
one. Using a bandwidth estimate and path variables (e.g., CWND, RTT), a closed-
form expression could be developed for the purpose of selecting a packet from the
SBUF that minimizes receive buffer blocking; although some blocking would have to
be tolerated, such an approach should reduce computational complexity to relieve
system resources of ODS’s exhaustive scheduling process.
Another issue that still plagues CMT is receive buffer blocking under loss-based
disparity. When a packet is lost, a hole is created and packets transmitted after a loss
will have to wait in the RBUF for a retransmission. Alternatively, if packet loss events
could be characterized using a probability distribution function, we could then try to
predict when losses might occur. In anticipation of a loss, we could send redundant
packets over a different path so that retransmissions would become unnecessary.
In terms of modelling, we assumed perfect scheduling to avoid receive buffer
blocking caused from loss-based disparity. However, until we can generate a more ideal
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scheduler, the CMT model from this thesis is only theoretical. Moreover, static con-
gestion window management depends on accurate modelling to configure the CWND
of each destination address. In case an ideal scheduler proves too complicated for
implementation, future work will have to incorporate receive buffer blocking into the
CMT model.
Finally, we compared two optimization techniques for congestion window man-
agement, but found that sometimes one is better than the another. If we expect to
implement CMT in a real-time system, we will want our optimization techniques to
have greater reliability. Unfortunately, our static method currently ignores the short
term gains that occur when one destination cuts back its CWND (due to loss); re-
sulting in an increased number of packet transmissions to another destination, albeit
only temporarily. By including these short term gains into the model, we should be
able to offer a better prediction on performance results. In addition, by removing
some of the search space with the help of a heuristic, we were able to reduce the
amount of time to find a feasible solution. Therefore, future work in this area could
take advantage of more popular meta-heuristic strategies, such as simulated anneal-
ing, genetic algorithms, or tabu search. Alternatively, we could also take a completely
different approach to the static congestion window management problem altogether,
by formulating an optimal decision policy using a Markov decision process.
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Appendix A
The On-demand Scheduler
The search algorithm for ODS is now presented in Fig. A.1. For purposes of expla-
nation, the algorithm is broken into four parts, namely: (1) Search Initialization, (2)
Simulating Acknowledgements, (3) Calculating ETAs, and (4) Simulating Transmis-
sions.
The purpose of part (1) is to simply introduce and initialize key variables neces-
sary for the search. The effective algorithm, however, really begins in part (2). First,
line 1 checks if all packets in the send buffer (SBUF) have been transmitted, or if
none are outstanding; if either is true the search will exit, and no packet will be trans-
mitted to the destination. Otherwise, line 4 assumes a packet will be acknowledged
at a time equal to the next earliest ETA. Initially, the time of the next transmission
opportunity is set to that of the earliest ETA. Since it is possible a packet could be
late, i.e. if j.eta < tNS, the acknowledgement is assumed to be imminent; so t = tNS.
The remaining lines simply follow normal acknowledgement procedures; increasing
a destination’s partial.bytes.acked (PBA), checking if a congestion window can be
increased, and removing cumulative packets from the SBUF.
Lines 2-5 of part (3) compute new ETAs for the next cumulative packet i at
time t. If dNS offers the soonest ETA, then a packet is found and the current search is
finished. If other destinations can still receive packets before dNS, then the algorithm
removes any destinations in D′ that cannot receive i before dNS and waits for another
acknowledgement.
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(1) Search Initialization:
1: let dNS be the destination looking for a
packet at the start of a new search;
2: let tNS be the starting time of a new
search;
3: let Q be a copy of the SBUF at the start
of a new search;
4: let D be a copy of all destination state at
the start of a new search;
5: let D′ be a the set of destinations with
earlier ETAs at the start of a new search;
6: goto (2);
(3) Calculating ETAs:
1: let i be the packet in Q with the low-
est sequence number such that i.sent =
FALSE;
2: compute A(i, dNS, tNS);
3: for each destination d in D′ do
4: compute A(i, d, t);
5: end for
6: if dNS has the lowest ETA at time t then
7: return with s
8: else
9: remove any destinations from D′ with
later ETAs than dNS;
10: end if
11: goto (4);
(2) Simulating Acknowledgements:
1: if all packets in Q have been transmitted
or acknowledged then
2: exit search with failure;
3: else
4: let j be the packet in Q with the ear-
liest ETA such that j.sent = TRUE
and j.acked = FALSE;
5: set t = j.eta;
6: if t < tNS then
7: set t = tNS;
8: end if
9: set d = j.dest;
10: increment d.pba;
11: update d.cwnd;
12: remove all cumulative packets from Q;
13: end if
14: goto (3);
(4) Simulating Transmissions:
1: let DTx
t
be the set of destinations at time
t with a transmission opportunity;
2: if DTx
t
6= {∅} then
3: if dmin 6= d
Tx
min
then
4: start a new search for dTx
min
using Q,
D, and D′ at time t;
5: goto (1);
6: end if
7: set i.dest = dTx
min
;
8: set i.eta = A(i, dTx
min
, t);
9: set i.sent = TRUE;
10: end if
11: goto (2);
Figure A.1: The on-demand scheduler (ODS).
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Before simulating another acknowledgement, however, line 2 of part (4) checks
if any other destination can transmit at time t. Assuming DTxt is a subset of D
′,
such that all destinations in DTxt have a transmission opportunity at t; then if D
Tx
t
is not empty, at least one destination can still receive packets ahead of dNS. Line
3 selects the best destination first; if dmin 6= d
Tx
min, then a new search is started for
dTxmin (lines 3-6). On the contrary, if the destination with the earliest ETA also has a
transmission opportunity, the algorithm remains in the current search; simulating a
transmission, then returning to (2).
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Appendix B
Congestion Window Update Policy
1: let d be the destination updating its CWND;
2: let d.BDP be the bandwidth delay product of destination d;
3: let d.CWND be the congestion window of destination d;
4: let d.PBA be the value of partial.bytes.acked for destination d;
5: let CWNDsum be the sum of all congestion windows;
6: let RWNDmax be the maximum size of the receive window;
7: let D be the set of all destinations with RTTs higher than d in descending order;
8: if d.PBA ≥ d.CWND then
9: if CWNDsum < RWNDmax then
10: if d.CWND < d.BDP then
11: increment d.CWND;
12: else if d.CWND > d.BDP then
13: decrement d.CWND;
14: end if
15: else if d.CWND < d.BDP and D 6= {∅} then
16: for all i in D do
17: if i.CWND > 1 then
18: decrement i.CWND;
19: increment d.CWND;
20: break;
21: end if
22: end for
23: end if
24: end if
Figure B.1: policy2: a new congestion window update policy for CMT.
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